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PART 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

A. STORM WATER PHASE II OVERVIEW 

 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published the Storm Water Phase II Rule on 

December 8, 1999.  The Utah Department of Environmental Quality acts as the 

administrator of the program for the EPA in the State of Utah.  To comply with the 

requirements of the Phase II Rule, municipalities must obtain an “Authorization to 

Discharge Municipal Storm Water under the Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 

(UPDES)” from the State of Utah.   

 

The Storm Water Phase II Rule requires municipalities in urbanized areas to develop and 

implement a Storm Water Management Program (SWMP).  The SWMP is the most 

substantial part of the UPDES Permit. 

 

The SWMP must address six minimum control measures:  

 

1. Public education and outreach on storm water impacts 

2. Public involvement/participation 

3. Illicit discharge detection and elimination 

4. Construction site storm water runoff control 

5. Post-construction storm water management in new development and 

redevelopment 

6. Pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations 

 

Municipalities must develop best management practices (BMPs) to address the 

requirements of each of these six minimum control measures.  They must also establish 

measurable goals for the BMPs.  Municipalities must conduct a review of the effectiveness 

of the SWMP, and submit a corresponding report to the State annually.  The SWMP must 

be updated every 5 years. 
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B. OVERVIEW OF STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAM 

 
The Cedar Hills Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) consists of the following: 

 

Part 1 Introduction 

 

Part 2 BMPs Performed by Cedar Hills City 

 

This contains the BMPs that will be performed by Cedar Hills Staff to address 

the requirements of the minimum control measures of the Phase II Rule 

 

Part 3 Storm Water Technical Manual 

 

This contains technical requirements for land development and construction 

activities. 

 

Part 4 Construction and Post Construction Best Management Practices 

 

This contains the BMP fact sheets that would be used during and after land 

development and construction activities. 

 

APPENDIX A:  SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDE TO STORM WATER 

MANAGEMENT FOR CONTRACTORS 

 

APPENDIX B:  SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDE TO STORM WATER 

MANAGEMENT FOR PUBLIC WORKS 
 

APPENDIX C:  IDDE PROGRAM 

 

APPENDIX D:  DOCUMENTATION 

 

APPENDIX E: CITY ORDINANCES 

 

APPENDIX F:  STATE/CITY PERMITS 

 

APPENDIX G:  MAPS/MAP BOOK 

 

APPENDIX H:  STORM WATER COALITION 
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C. DESCRIPTION OF CEDAR HILLS CITY 
 

Cedar Hills is built upon an alluvial fan or bench, created thousands of years ago when it 

was a shoreline of Lake Bonneville. Early settlers referred to the area as “the Bench.” 

Because of the growth of cedar trees, the area was later referred to as Cedar Hills. Cedar 

Hills was established as a community in 1977 and the current population is about 10,261 

residents. 

 

Cedar Hills is bordered by the Wasatch Mountains on the east, by Highland City on the 

north and west, and on the south by Pleasant Grove. It is approximately 2.7 square miles in 

size with the Murdock Canal and the Salt Lake Aqueduct traversing across the city.  

 

Land in Cedar Hills is almost all residential with few large tracts of developable land 

remaining. There are two (2) elementary schools, seven (7) church buildings an 18-hole 

golf course and a small partially occupied tract of land set aside for commercial 

development. Use of the land for agricultural purposes is almost nonexistent. Residential 

lot sizes in Cedar Hills have a large span of sizes, with average lot sizes being around 

10,000 square feet. 

 

Cedar Hills operates their own culinary, sewer, and pressurized irrigation systems 

throughout the City. Nearly all development in Cedar Hills is connected to the sanitary 

sewer system, which discharges to the Timpanogos Special Service District located in 

American Fork.  

 

Cedar Hills’ storm drainage system consists of curbed streets, piped and open conveyance, 

sumps and open retention basins.  The storm water drains through percolation and 

evaporation.  

 

The land in Cedar Hills slopes steeply at the foothills on the east side, and gradually 

flattens to slopes less than 5% on the western portion of the city. While there are no long 

term precipitation measuring stations in Cedar Hills, Cedar Hills likely averages around 20 

inches of precipitation annually at the foot of the Wasatch Mountains. 

 

Soils in Cedar Hills vary considerably.  The westerly soils are mostly sands, silts, and 

gravels. Soils on the east side of the city include clays and gravel. Soils at the foot of the 

Wasatch Mountains consist of alluvial deposits.  
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D. AREAS OF STORM WATER QUALITY CONCERN IN 

CEDAR HILLS 
 

In the process of developing the Cedar Hills Storm Water Management Program (SWMP), 

the Steering Group identified the following as the primary areas of storm water quality 

concern:  

 

A. Sediment entering the storm drainage system from construction sites. 

B. There are some areas where discharges to Manila Ditch are unregulated, both in 

terms of quality and quantity. 

C. Materials on existing street surfaces are washed into the storm drainage system 

(soil, debris, road salt). 

D. There are 4 culinary water wells in town, two of which are at greater risk of surface 

water contamination.  There are two Cedar Hills wells, one near 9980 North 4500 

West, one near 10405 N Cottonwood Drive, and two Manila Water Company wells 

in the area of 4150 West Cedar Hills Drive.  The Cedar Hills wells are deeper and 

protected from surface water by several impervious layers.  The Manila Water 

Company wells are shallower, and may be more susceptible to surface water 

contamination. 

The following was added in 2010: 

E. 1) The City operates and maintains a municipal storm drainage system that 

consists of collectors, piped and open conveyance, detention basins and sumps 

(class v injection wells).  With these assets, the City has some unique challenges as 

it addresses its storm drainage system.  Most of the city is located on highly 

permeable sands and gravels that comprise “the bench.”   

2) The City has taken advantage of the highly permeable soils for 

management of storm drainage and relies heavily upon sumps for storm drainage 

disposal. 

3) There are currently more than 50 sumps within the City, most of which are 

located on public property.  Runoff is directed into these sumps, which discharge 

directly to the underlying soils.  Even though the use of sumps is an acceptable 

method of runoff disposal, untreated storm drainage runoff can potentially reach the 

underlying groundwater aquifer, which supplies the culinary water to a number of 

the communities in Northern Utah County. 

    F. The City has determined that at this time no storm water discharge is contributing to 

a 303(d) listed waterbody.  
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E. RESPONSIBLE PARTIES 
 

 

Organization:  The program will outline an organizational structure that delineates the 

lines of authority and responsibilities of individuals responsible for the Plan.  It will also 

define how the City will fund the operations associated with this plan. 

 

 

 

 

NOTICE of UNDERSTANDING 

 

Let it be known that the City of Cedar Hills understands and agrees that storm water issues are 

real and require attention on an administrative level. However, the City of Cedar Hills insists that 

this attention should be provided with fore thought and planning at each specific area of 

jurisdiction. Furthermore, the City of Cedar Hills cannot acknowledge that the generic 

requirements issued by the State of Utah Department of Environmental Quality Division of 

Water Quality, MS4 General UPDES Permit correctly address the specific nature of this 

community. By mandating excessive requirements and not funding the implementation of those 

requirements places a tremendous and unfair financial burden on the citizens of the City of Cedar 

Hills.  

 

The State of Utah should provide funding to conduct mandated programs.  

 

While the City of Cedar Hills is not in agreement with the Division of Water Qualities methods; 

the City of Cedar Hills will continue to make a good faith effort to meet the requirements set 

forth in the MS4 UPDES Permit.  
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City of Cedar Hills 
Public Works Department Organization 
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Duties and Responsibilities 

 

 Mayor:  The role of the Mayor is to listen, understand, and represent the interests of the City 
through legislation and policy via City Council 

 City Manager:  Liaison with City Council and Public Works 

 Engineer/Public Works Director:  Liaison with the administration and Public Works; General 
coordination and administrator of the Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP); Storm drain 
mapping; Plan review 

 Assistant Public Works Director/Operations Manager:  Oversee SWMP program specifics and 
works with department heads; Responsible for shared facilities and general work areas 
including; equipment wash area, salt/materials storage areas, storm drain system maintenance, 
general BMP maintenance; Coordinate with Public Works Director; Reporting; 
Tracking/Documentation of activities and actions; Site inspections/compliance 

 Technician 3:  Water department maintenance work area; Training water department 
personnel, chemical storage in work area; Water department equipment 
operation/maintenance; Site inspections/compliance 

 Parks Department:  Contractor responsible to coordinate with Public Works staff and parks 
personnel, Pesticide, herbicide, and fertilizer, (PHF) program; Mowing program 

 Golf Course Director:  Coordinate with golf course grounds staff and Public Works; Pesticide, 
herbicide, and fertilizer (PHF) program; Chemical and fertilizer storage in work area; Course 
equipment operation/maintenance; Mowing program 

 Technician 2: Oversee duty assignments and supervision of water, sewer, and pressurized 
irrigation projects; Water department maintenance work area; Training water department 
personnel, Chemical storage in work area; Water department equipment 
operation/maintenance.  Oversee duty assignments and supervision of parks/trails, streets, and 
storm water management; Streets department equipment operation/maintenance; Training 
department personnel; Chemical storage in work area; Snow plowing/Street Sweeping program; 
Salt /Materials stockpile areas 

 Technician 1:  Perform various duties with a specific focus on fleet/vehicle maintenance, street 
and sidewalk projects, and gathering speed/traffic data.  Perform various duties with a specific 
focus on signage, parks/trails, and weed abatement.  Perform various duties with a specific 
focus on meter maintenance, lateral inspections, pumps/prv maintenance, and facility/building 
inspections.  Perform various duties with a specific focus on Blue Stakes, capital projects, events, 
and storm water maintenance/management. 
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PART 2 

BMPs PERFORMED BY CEDAR HILLS CITY 
 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 

PART 2, BMPs PERFORMED BY CEDAR HILLS CITY contains those BMPs that will be 

performed by Cedar Hills City employees to address the six minimum control measures of 

the Phase II Rule.    

 

All of the best management practices contained in PART 2, BMPs PERFORMED BY 

CEDAR HILLS CITY apply to activities of Cedar Hills City as opposed to the activities of 

those in the private sector. 

 

Some of the best management practices in the Public Education and Outreach Practices will 

include participation with the Utah County Storm Water Coalition.  See APPENDIX H, 

UTAH COUNTY STORM WATER COALITION. 

 

 

 

B. BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
 

The charts on the following pages contain the BMPs that will be performed by Cedar Hills 

City employees.  The charts also include justification for each BMP, measurable goals for 

each BMP, the planned schedule of meeting the goals, and resource requirements associated 

with each BMP.  Note that for best management practices that are already established 

practices in Cedar Hills, the measurable goal consists of continuing the practice, and the 

implementation schedule simply indicates that the BMP is “ongoing”. 
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MCM #1 

Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts 

 
This Minimum Control Measure will provide education materials to residents, businesses, 

institutions, commercial facilities, MS4-owned or operated facilities, and developers/contractors 

within The City of Cedar Hills’s boundaries.  The objective for MCM #1 is to promote behavior 

change methods for avoiding, minimizing, reducing and/or eliminating adverse impacts to storm 

water discharges; and the actions individuals can take to improve water quality, including 

encouraging participation in local environmental stewardship activities, based on the land uses 

and target audiences found within the community. 

 

Various methods may be used over the course of the SWMP. 

Examples of these methods:  

 Materials will be distributed with City’s billing, newsletter, and multimedia.  General 

public: Maintenance of septic systems; effects of outdoors activities such as lawn care 

(use of pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers); benefits of on-site infiltration of storm water; 

effects of automotive work and car washing on water quality; proper disposal of 

swimming pool water; and proper management of pet waste.  Institutions and 

commercial facilities:  Proper lawn maintenance (use of pesticides, herbicides, 

fertilizer); benefits of appropriate on-site infiltration of storm water; building and 

equipment maintenance (proper management of wastewater); use of salt or other deicing 

materials (cover/prevent runoff to storm system and contamination to groundwater); 

proper storage to materials (emphasis pollution prevention); proper management of waste 

materials and dumpsters (cover and pollution prevention); and proper management of 

parking lot surfaces (sweeping).    

 Information will be provided on the City’s web site and multimedia  

(This information must cover the subjects as per Section 4.2.1 MS4 General Permit) 

 We will participate with the Utah County Storm Water Coalition. The coalition provides 

information at the County Fair, training seminars, student education programs and others. 

To measure the success of this MCM: 

 Tracking will be completed for the number and type of information distributed. 

 Survey study provided by Utah County Storm Water Coalition and information acquired 

by the residents. 

Best Management Practice: 
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             P
art 2

 - 2
 

MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1 PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Distribute educational 

materials in utility billing, 

multimedia, and post on City 

website. Include specific 

information for the different 

target groups. 

Educational materials promote 

public awareness of storm 

water issues. Such as: Illicit 

Discharges and improper 

disposal of waste 

Include materials in 

mailing and 

multimedia two 

times per year. 

Attitude & 

Awareness Study 

 

Ongoing Employee time and 

mailing, equipment 

costs 

B. Distribute water conservation 

information, with utility 

billings and multimedia 

during summer months.  

Reducing excess runoff from 

landscaped areas may reduce 

the carry of lawn chemicals, 

nutrients (nitrogen, 

phosphorus) sediments to the 

storm drainage system  

Include materials in 

mailing two times 

per year  

 

 

Ongoing Included in existing 

newsletter costs and 

employee time 

C. Enact graduated culinary 

water rates to encourage 

conservation 

Reducing excess runoff from 

landscaped areas may reduce 

the carry of lawn chemicals 

nutrients and sediments to the 

storm drainage system 

Adopt ordinance 

containing 

graduated culinary 

water rates 

 

 

Ongoing Complete 

D. Participate with the Utah 

County Storm water 

Coalition.  

 

 

The Utah County Storm 

Water Management Program 

contains  BMPs in behalf of 

the City 

Document the 

information and 

results from 

coalition activities. 

Ongoing $1064 annual fee and 

employee time  
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E. UCSWC  survey study                                                  

 

 

 

 

F. Provide and document 

information given to 

engineers, contractors, 

developers, review staff and 

land use planners 

 

G. Provide and document 

information given to 

employees 

 

 

 

 

H. Provide and document 

information given to MS4 

engineers, development and 

plan review staff, land use 

planners 

Data will indicate public 

awareness of impacts to storm 

water discharges 

 

 

Concerning the development 

of SWPPPs and BMPs for 

reducing adverse impacts to 

storm water runoff from 

development sites 

 

Prohibition against and the 

water quality impacts 

associated with illicit 

discharge and improper 

disposal of waste 

 

 

Learn about LID, green 

infrastructure practices, post-

construction control and the 

associated BMPs chosen 

within the SWMP through 

education and training 

Distribute survey 

study once per year    

 

 

 

Assess SWPPPs 

and BMP’s in pre-

con meetings 

 

 

 

Review SOP’s 

annually  

 

 

 

 

 

Education and 

training 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing 

Employee time and  

equipment costs 

 

 

 

Employee time and 

resources 

 

 

 

 

Employee time and 

resources 

 

 

 

 

 

Employee time and 

educational fees 
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MCM #2 

Public Involvement / Participation 

 
This Minimum Control Measure will provide opportunities for the public to participate in and 

have input to the SWMP. The objective for MCM #2 is to have multiple perspectives and create 

personal ownership through involvement. 

 The City uses an elected City Council governing body. This Council has direct input to 

the SWMP. They receive and relay suggestions or concerns from citizens and act as the 

Advisory Committee. 

 The City sponsors community cleanup and maintenance opportunities. 

 City participation with the Utah County Storm Water Coalition brings multiple 

jurisdictional communications and provides new or updated information. 

To measure the success of this MCM:  

 Document the suggestions / concerns from City Council.  

 Keep records of date and locations of Annual Clean-Up Projects. 

 

Best Management Practice: 
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MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Assist Advisory Committee 

to implement the SWMP 

This provides an opportunity 

for public involvement and 

input on the SWMP 

Annual Review 

 

 

Ongoing Employee time and  

equipment costs 

B. Review SWMP in a public 

meeting at the time of 

adoption 

 

This facilitates public 

involvement in the SWMP 

Adopt SWMP in a 

properly advertised 

public meeting 

July 2016 Employee time and 

equipment costs 

C. Sponsor storm drain inlet 

decal marking 

Marking the inlets will 

increase public awareness of 

storm water contamination 

potential 

Document who sets 

the decals and the 

number of decals 

set 

 

Ongoing Cost of decals 

D. Sponsor community clean-up 

and other service 

opportunities 

During clean-up projects, 

volunteers collect and dispose 

of debris that might otherwise 

enter the storm water system 

 

Sponsor at least one 

time per year. 

Document date and 

locations 

Annually Included in General 

Fund budget 

E. Participate with the Utah 

County Storm water 

Coalition. 

 

 

 

 

The Utah County Storm 

Water Management Program 

developed by the Utah County 

Storm Water Coalition 

contains BMPs in behalf of 

the City 

Document the 

information and 

results from 

coalition activities. 

Ongoing Included in MCM #1, 

BMP D 
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MCM #3 

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE) 

 

This Minimum Control Measure will provide information and training to systematically find and 

eliminate sources of non-storm water discharges from the MS4 and to implement defined 

procedures to prevent illicit connections and discharges to the storm water system. The objective 

for MCM #3 is to eradicate illicit discharges to the storm water system through ordinance, 

education and enforcement. 

Methods used include: 

 The City, by ordinance, prohibits dumping of specified materials in the storm water 

system (7-3A-3) Continued mapping of the storm water system for management purposes 

 Complete regular inspections 

 Provide educational materials to employees, residents, and businesses. (MCM #1) 

 Train all staff including landscape contractor 

To measure the success of this MCM:  

 Complete documentation of inspections and illicit discharge notices. 

 Review documentation and evaluate changes. 

 Maintain a current storm sewer map 

 

Best Management Practice: 
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MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND ELIMINATION 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Map the Storm Drainage   

System and tracking the 

number and type of spills 

or illicit discharges 

identified  

 

Mapping a system(GIS) is 

essential to effectively 

managing it 

Review annually Ongoing Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 

B. Develop an ordinance 

regulating storm drainage 

(Ord. Title 7 Ch.3 Article 

A) 

 

An ordinance gives legislative 

authority to require that the 

quantity and quality of storm 

water discharge be regulated 

Review annually Ongoing Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 

C. Inspect high priority 

outfalls during dry 

weather periods to 

identify non-storm water 

discharges 

 

 

Inspections of outfalls when 

there should be no discharge 

may help identify illicit 

discharges 

Document 

inspection of 

outfalls once during 

the 5-year permit 

term 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/ equipment 

costs 

D. Inspect the storm 

drainage system 

 

 

 

 

Inspections of the system may 

help identify materials that 

should not be present in the 

system, after which their 

source may be identified 

Document annual 

inspection of storm 

drainage system 

Ongoing Employee time and 

equipment costs 

E. Provide sanitary sewer to 

areas having septic 

systems and connect 

them to the sanitary 

sewer 

Eliminating septic systems 

may result in reducing 

pollution resulting from 

failure of the septic systems. 

 

Construct sewer 

improvements per 

capital 

improvement plan 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

As per budgeted 

projects in capital 

improvement plan 
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F. Provide educational 

material explaining the 

harmful effects of illicit 

discharges 

 

Awareness of the serious 

impacts of illicit discharges 

may reduce illicit discharges 

 

Doc. violations  

note changes, 

review annually 

 

2011 

Ongoing 

 

Included with MCM 

#1 BMP A 

 

 

 

G. Promote and provide 

services for the collection 

of household hazardous 

waste with the assistance 

of the Utah County 

Storm Water Coalition 

Eliminate improper disposal 

of hazardous household waste 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provide services 

annually  

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employee time and 

UCSWC fees 

 

 

 

 

 

H. Training of all staff 

including all contracted 

staff (LPFD, landscape 

Co.) 

IDDE program including 

identification, investigation, 

termination, cleanup, and 

reporting of illicit discharges 

including spills, improper 

disposal, and illicit 

connections. 

 

 

Annually 

 

Ongoing 

 

Employee time 
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MCM #4 

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control 

 

This Minimum Control Measure will reduce Storm Water pollution by managing construction 

site run-off prevention methods. The objective for MCM #4 is to control potential construction 

site pollution in a manner that will restrict it from entering the storm water system. 

Methods used include: 

 Create City storm water regulations providing requirements for construction and methods 

of enforcement. 

 Provide developers and contractors with required and suggested BMPs. 

 Complete regular construction site inspections and post construction inspections. 

 Review construction SWPPP during pre-construction meeting. 

  

To measure the success of this MCM:  

 Document the number of compliance inspections and violation notices issued each year. 

 

 

Best Management Practice: 
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                P
art  

2
 - 5

 

MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Develop an ordinance 

regulating construction site 

storm drainage 

 

An ordinance gives legislative 

authority to require that storm 

water discharge be regulated 

with the use of erosion and 

sediment control practices at 

construction sites 

Update ordinance 

regulating 

construction site 

storm drainage 

2018 Employee time and 

materials 

B. Develop drainage design 

guidelines 

These will contain the 

technical part of the storm 

water regulations 

Publish drainage 

design guideline 

document 

March 2004 – 

September 2004 

 

40 hours of city 

employee time 

C. Develop a set of standard 

BMPs 

Standardized BMPs for use 

during and after construction 

will facilitate implementation 

Add BMPs to 

construction 

standards document 

Ongoing Complete 

D. Require that land developers 

provide a SWPPP to 

adequately address storm 

water quality in their 

development plans and 

maintain coverage under the 

current UPDES Storm Water 

General Permits for 

Construction Activities for 

the duration of the project 

Planning adequate measures 

to mitigate storm water 

pollution during the land 

development should reduce 

pollution 

Add Construction 

Site Storm Water 

Pollution 

Prevention Plan  to 

submittal 

requirements and 

verify UPDES 

permit coverage has 

been established 

Ongoing Employee time and 

materials 

E. Review Construction Site 

Storm Water Management 

Plan with contractors during 

preconstruction meeting 

This encourages contractors to 

implement and maintain the 

required BMPs 

Record and file 

minutes of 

preconstruction 

meetings 

In place 

Ongoing 

Included in current 

practice 

F. Inspect construction sites to 

verify that storm water 

pollution prevention 

Inspection is often necessary 

to achieve successful storm 

water pollution prevention 

Conduct annual 

training meeting 

with inspectors 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 
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Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

measures are adequate 

G. Conduct inspection of 

developments to verify 

streets and storm drainage 

facilities are clean before 

final acceptance 

This encourages developers to 

maintain good pollution 

prevention measures and 

requires them to clean up any 

problems that have occurred 

Adopt ordinance 

allowing the City to 

hold bond money 

until streets and 

storm drainage 

facilities are clean 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/ equipment 

costs 
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MCM #5 

Post Construction Runoff Control 

 

This Minimum Control Measure will reduce storm water pollution through management and 

enforcement of post construction BMP commitments. 

The objective for MCM #5 is to maintain BMP control of potential post-construction runoff 

pollution that could enter the storm water system. 

Methods used include: 

 Continue inspections and enforcement of the required and/or approved BMPs. 

 Maintain ordinance regulating post construction run-off control. 

 Provide and document information given to engineers, construction contractors, 

developers, development review staff, and land use planners concerning the development 

of storm water pollution prevention plans (SWPPPs) and BMPs for reducing adverse 

runoff from development sites. 

To measure the success of this MCM:  

 Annually review the number of inspection reports and citations issued. 

 Annually review the maintenance records of privately owned storm water systems 

 Inspect privately owned storm water systems once every five years 

 

 

 

 Best Management Practice: 
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MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Develop and maintain an 

ordinance regulating post 

construction site storm 

drainage 

 

An ordinance gives legislative 

authority to require that storm 

water discharge be regulated 

and inspected by Permittee  

Adopt ordinance 

regulating post 

construction site 

storm drainage 

2020 Included in MCM #3, 

BMP B 

B. Develop a set of standard 

BMPs 

Standardized BMPs for use 

during and after construction 

will facilitate their 

implementation 

Add BMPs to 

construction 

standards document 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 

C. Require that land 

developers/site owners 

create commercial/PUD 

operation and maintenance 

plans adequately addressing 

storm water runoff concerns 

Requiring that site owners 

adequately address storm water 

quality should reduce pollution 

Add 

commercial/PUD 

operation and 

maintenance plans 

to development 

submittal 

requirements 

Ongoing Included in MCM #4, 

BMP B 

D. Inspect installation of post 

construction BMPs 

Inspection is often necessary to 

achieve successful storm water 

pollution prevention 

 

 

Conduct annual 

training meeting 

with inspectors 

 

Ongoing Employee time  

1.  Paid by property 

owner 

2.  Included in MCM 

#4, BMP F 

E. Conduct inspection  of post 

construction sites once 

every five years 

 

Inspection of post construction 

BMPs  are necessary to ensure 

that adequate maintenance is 

being performed to achieve 

continued storm water 

pollution prevention 

1.  During 

durability period, 

contract inspections 

with inspection 

firm  

2.  After durability 

period, document 

Ongoing 

 

 Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 
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Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

inspections  

F. Adopt narrower street cross 

section and encourage other 

LID techniques 

A narrower street cross section 

should reduce runoff 

Add narrower street 

cross section to 

construction 

standards 

Ongoing Complete 

G. Develop a plan to retrofit 

sites that are adversely 

impacting water quality 

New materials and/or methods 

may help reduce storm water 

pollution 

retrofit plan 

evaluation 

completed 

 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 
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MCM #6 

Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping 

 

This Minimum Control Measure will reduce storm water pollution through employee training 

and SOP use. The objective of MCM #6 is to prevent storm water pollution at municipal 

operations. 

Methods used include: 

 Identify “High Priority” facilities. 

 Provide ongoing development of SOPs. 

 The continued education and training of employees. 

 Complete documentation and evaluation of the regular inspections. 

 Have a regularly scheduled street sweeping program. 

To measure the success of this MCM:  

 Review and evaluate inspection reports for changes in the number of deficiencies. 

 

 

Best Management Practice:
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MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 

 
 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

Resource 

Requirements 

A. Sweep streets and parking 

lots 

Cleaning materials from street 

and parking lot surfaces keeps 

it out of the storm drainage 

system 

Sweep all streets 

and parking lots 

semi-annually 

 

 

Ongoing $10,000, funded by 

storm drain utility fee 

B. Inspect City owned facilities 

as required.(see 4.2.6.5.1)  

 

 

 

 

Inspections of the facilities 

may help identify materials 

that should not be present  

 

Review reports for 

number of 

deficiencies and 

evaluate. 

Weekly, 

Quarterly, 

Annually 

Employee time and 

material/equipment 

costs 

C. Review storm drainage 

related procedures (SOPs) 

with Public Works Staff 

Training should result in better 

storm water  pollution 

prevention by public 

employees 

Discuss procedures 

in annual training 

meeting 

Ongoing Employee time and 

material/ equipment 

costs 

D. Appropriately dispose of 

municipal vehicle waste 

Contracting with a company 

specializing in waste disposal 

should keep vehicle waste out 

of the storm drainage system 

Maintain 

outsourced disposal 

for vehicle waste 

October 2004; 

annually 

Employee time and 

material/equipment 

cost  hours of city 

employee time/year 

E. Submit annual report to the 

Utah Department of 

Environmental Quality 

Annual report is requirement 

of permit 

Submit report by 

Oct. 1st 

October 2004; 

annually 

Employee time and 

material/equipment 

cost  hours of city 

employee time/year 
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A. CONCLUSION 
 

Cedar Hills City will measure progress towards each of the goals outlined in MCM #1 - 6.  

The BMPs contained in this chapter, in conjunction with the Construction Site and Post 

Construction Site BMPs found in Part 4 and the BMPs performed by the Utah County Storm 

Water Coalition satisfy all of the six minimum control measures established by the Storm 

Water Phase II Rule. 

 

APPENDIX D, FORMS FOR REPORTING PROGRESS, contains forms for recording and 

reporting progress toward measurable goals.  These forms can be used to compile the annual 

report to the State. 

 

 

B. GRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF BMP IMPLEMENTATION 

SCHEDULE 
 

The following pages contain a graphical summary of the implementation schedules of all of 

the city-performed best management practices.  It illustrates the order of implementation of 

all of the BMPs, and shows when each must be implemented.
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A S O N D J F MA M J J A S O N D J F MA M J J A S O N D J F MA M J J A S O N D J F MA M J J A S O N D J F MA M J J A S O N D

A. Distribute information materials

B. Distribute water conservation info

C. Enact graduated culinary rates

D. Participate with Utah County

E. Document overland irriagtion water

F. Provide information for SWPPP

G. Provide  info  to  employees IDDE

H. Provide LID info to  M S4 Engineers

A. Assist Advisory Committee

B. Review SWM P in public meeting

C. Storm drain inlet decal marking

D. Community clean-up

E. Participate with Utah County

A. M ap the SD System & Outfalls

B. Ordinance regulating storm drainage

C. Inspect outfalls during dry weather

D. inspect the storm drainage system

E. Septic systems to  sanitary sewer

F. Distribute education materials/Hotline

G. Services to  co llect hazardous waste

H. Training IDDE program

A.Ordinance regulating storm drainage

B. Develop drainage design guidelines

C. Develop a set o f standard BM P's

D. Developers address sw quality

E. Preconstruction meeting

F. Inspect construciton sites/ Hotline #

G. Inspect sites before final acceptance

A. Ordinance regulating storm drainage

B. Develop a set o f standard BM P's/ LID

C. Require commercial/PUD O&M  plans

D. Inspect installation of BM P's

E. Inspection of post construction sites

F. Adopt narrower street cross sections

G. Develop retro fit plan

A. Sweep Streets

B. Inspect and clean storm drain system

C. Review procedures with staff

D. M unicipal SWPPP 4.2.6.4

E. Submit report to  Utah DEQ (Oct 1st)

3. Illicit Discharge 

Detection and 

Elimination 4.2.3

4. Construction 

Site Runoff Contro l 

4.2.4

5. Post 

Construction 

Storm Water 

M anagement 4.2.5

6. Pollution 

Prevention/ Good 

Housekeeping For 

M unicipal 

Operations 4.2.6

Once in 5 Year Term

On-GoingHotline #

Annually

Annually

Hotline #

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

2017 2018 2019 2020

CEDAR HILLS STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM - BMP IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

1. Public Education 

and Outreach 4.2.1

2. Public 

Invovlement/ 

Participation 4.2.2 

MINIMUM 

CONTROL 

MEASURE

BEST MANAGEMENT 

PRACTICES

20162010

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going

On-Going
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PART 3 

STORM WATER TECHNICAL MANUAL 
 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Storm Water Technical Manual contains requirements for land development and 

construction activities, as well as design criteria and guidelines for those performing such 

activities.  It includes best management practices applicable to development and 

construction activities.  It also includes the plan submittal requirements.  However, it is 

recognized that not all technology or methods have been addressed in the Storm Water 

Technical Manual. It is possible to use alternative methods but they must be approved by 

the City Engineer.  It is encouraged that methods employing Low Impact Development 

(LID) be considered. The City Engineer has authority to modify the requirements of the 

Storm Water Technical Manual as needed to accomplish reasonable and effective storm 

water pollution prevention objectives. 

 

B. REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS 
 

1. Incorporate best management practices (BMPs) into development design to 

limit quantity of runoff and preserve quality of runoff 

Storm water best management practices (BMPs) must be considered throughout 

the development process.  PART 4, CONSTRUCTION AND POST 

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES of the Cedar Hills 

Storm Water Management Program contains fact sheets for BMPs whose use 

Cedar Hills City encourages.  Section F.8, Storm Water Quality Criteria of this 

Storm Water Technical Manual identifies BMPs that are required on all 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans. 

2. Prepare Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 

A Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan must be prepared and 

submitted with the development plans for approval.  This requirement applies to 

all developments (except construction of a single family house, with associated 

on-site improvements).  See section G of this chapter, CONSTRUCTION SITE 

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN CONTENTS for the required 

contents of the plan. 
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3. Provide financial guarantee that improvements contained in the 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan will be installed and 

maintained 

Financial guarantee must be posted with Cedar Hills City prior to beginning 

construction.  In the case of a subdivision of land, this will be included in the 

bond that is required for the cost of the subdivision improvements.  In the case of 

site improvements, rather than a financial guarantee, non-monetary methods of 

enforcement already in place in Cedar Hills City (business licenses, utility 

services, building and occupancy permits) are available to encourage compliance 

with the improvements contained in the approved Construction Site Storm Water 

Management Plan. 

At the time of development, the developer shall provide an estimate of the cost of 

the required improvements.  The City will review the estimate and establish the 

dollar amount of the financial guarantee. 

4. Prepare Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan 

A Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan must be prepared and 

submitted with the development plans for approval.  This requirement applies to 

all developments in which private improvements are constructed (other than 

construction of a single family house, with associated on-site improvements).  See 

section H of this chapter, POST CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER 

MANAGEMENT PLAN CONTENTS for the required contents of the plan. 

 

5. Obtain UPDES Permit (all sites having land disturbance area equal to or 

greater than 1 acre) 

 

Developments having a disturbed area of 1 acre or more require a UPDES Storm 

Water General Permit for Construction activities from the Division of Water 

Quality of the Department of Environmental Quality of the State of Utah.   

 

Obtaining the permit requires preparation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention 

Plan (we would expect that the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 

previously described would suffice) and a Notice of Intent.  The permit form is 

available on the Internet in PDF format at 

https://secure.utah.gov/stormwater/main.html.  The developer must submit a copy 

of the Notice of Intent and proof of fee payment to the City before the site plan 

will be considered finalized. 

 

Note that when a development of over 1 acre in size is phased, the permit is 

required for each phase, even if each phase is less than 1 acre in size. 
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C. REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

(OTHER THAN THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH 

INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES) 

 
1. Provide instruction to construction site operators regarding the Construction 

Site Storm Water Management Plan 

 

Prior to beginning work, developers and contractors must provide appropriate 

instruction to on-site construction supervisors and operators, regarding the 

requirements of the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan.  A copy of 

the approved plan must be present at the construction site. 

 

2. Following Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 

 

The improvements shown in the approved Construction Site Storm Water 

Management Plan must be constructed as indicated in the plan.  The appropriate 

activities outlined in the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan must 

be performed prior to any other construction activities on the site.  Cedar Hills 

City encourages modifications to the plan when needed to improve storm water 

management in light of site conditions.  However, variations from the plan that 

reduce or eliminate elements of the plan must only be done with the approval of 

the Cedar Hills City Public Works Representative or City Engineer. 

 

 

3. Monitor effectiveness of the elements included in the Construction Site Storm 

Water Management Plan, and make improvements as necessary to achieve 

the plan objectives. 

 

After initial implementation of the improvements outlined in the approved 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan, rainfall activity will provide 

opportunity to observe the effectiveness of the storm water management 

improvements.  Those responsible for construction activities must monitor the in-

place storm water management improvements to assess their effectiveness; they 

must then make adjustments to the improvements as needed to accomplish 

effective storm water management. 

 

4. Provide verification that improvements were constructed as approved 
 

Following implementation of the improvements contained in the Construction 

Site Storm Water Management Plan, the preparer of the plan shall provide Cedar 

Hills City with a statement as to the condition of the improvements contained in 

the plan.  The statement shall be made on a copy of the Construction Site Storm 

Water Management Plan document, and shall be signed. 
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If the improvements were constructed as approved, it shall include language 

verifying such.  If the improvements were not constructed as approved, it shall 

state the differences, the reason for the differences, and provide an opinion as to 

the adequacy of the constructed improvements.   This statement must be provided 

to Cedar Hills City at the time record drawings are submitted (in the case of 

public improvements) or prior to issuance of an occupancy permit (in the case of 

private site improvements) 

 

 

D. REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

ASSOCIATED WITH INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTIAL 

STRUCTURES 

 
1. Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 

 

While the Public Works Representative or City Engineer may require that a 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan be created on individual 

residential lots in special circumstances, generally no lot-specific plan is required. 

 

2. Sediment Control on Small Construction Sites 

 

The BMP fact sheet for Sediment Control on Small Construction Sites (SCSCS) is 

to be included as a part of the building permit.  This BMP applies to construction 

and landscaping activities associated with individual residential structures, and 

shall be followed.   

 

3. Owner or operator shall make adjustments to practices as needed to prevent 

storm water pollution 

 

Sediment that is left in the street or on adjacent lots is evidence of inadequate 

sediment control.  Where storm water pollution prevention measures are 

inadequate, or are not being properly followed, the Public Works Representative 

or City Engineer may refuse to perform inspections or shut down work on the 

project. 
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E. REQUIREMENTS FOR EXISTING DEVELOPMENTS 

 
1. Following approved Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan 

 

The owners of existing developments are responsible to maintain improvements 

and observe practices that were part of an approved Post Construction Storm 

Water Management Plan.  Failure to adhere to the plan may result in failure of the 

City to renew business licenses, fines or other action as prescribed by Cedar Hills 

City Code. 

 

2. Operator or owner makes adjustments to practices or improvements when 

necessary to achieve Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan 

objectives 

 

Cedar Hills City encourages adjustments to the plan that enhance effective storm 

water management.  However, significant reduction of practices contained in the 

plan is to be accomplished through formal modification of the plan and 

resubmission to the City Engineer for approval. 
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F. STORM WATER PERFORMANCE CRITERIA AND 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 

The following storm drainage criteria and design guidelines apply to all storm 

drainage plans in Cedar Hills and shall be used in storm drainage calculations.  The 

City Engineer has authority to modify the criteria and guidelines as needed to meet 

changing or unusual needs or conditions. 

 

1. Contents of drainage system plan 

 

A. The drainage plan shall include an analysis of potential drainage problems, 

along with a proposal indicating how the surface water will be disposed of.  

Detention basins may be required to alleviate the impact on existing drainage 

facilities.  Said plan shall also include the projected quantity of waters 

anticipated for a ten-year storm (piping), 100-year storm (detention facilities), 

and 100-year storm (retention facilities).  All drainage facilities shall be 

installed in conformance with approved City drainage plans. 

B. The development shall include all necessary storm drainage appurtenances 

including collection boxes/basins, culverts, drain pipes, detention/retention 

basins, erosion control, energy dissipation structures, and drainage channels.  

In order to insure the safety of the occupants of a subdivision, the City may 

require the developer to cover or fence culverts, basins, and canals, at the 

discretion of the City Planning Commission and Council. 

 

2. Design storm frequency 

 

A. Drainage facilities other than detention and retention facilities shall be 

adequate for a design ten-year storm 

B. Flood control facilities shall be designed for a 50-year storm 

C. Drainage basins (detention or retention) shall be designed for a 100-year 

storm (of all durations)  

 

3. Drainage basin design 

 

A. Drainage basins shall be designed to have a minimum of one foot of 

freeboard, 3:1 slope (max.), and grass covering with a sprinkling system 

unless otherwise approved. 

B. Detention basins shall be designed with a maximum discharge rate of 0.2 

cfs/acre, or as otherwise dictated by the City Engineer. 

C. All drainage basins shall include a spillway adequate to assure that minimum 

damage occurs as a result of basin overflow. 

D. All drainage basin calculations shall be compiled in the form of a report, and 

shall be stamped by a professional engineer, licensed in the State of Utah. 
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4. Drainage system design 

 

A. Maximum design capacity is 3.0 cfs for a standard bicycle safe 18” x 36” inlet 

grate. 

B. All surface drainage piping shall have a minimum diameter of 15-inches. 

C. All subsurface drainage piping shall have a minimum diameter of 8-inches. 

D. Manholes shall be installed at spacing no greater than 400 feet and at angle 

points in drainage and subsurface drainage piping. 

E. Minimum pipe slopes shall be the same as required by the Utah State Division 

of Health for sanitary sewers. 

F. Piping, testing, etc., shall comply with specific requirements as defined in the 

section of the specifications covering storm drainage requirements unless 

otherwise approved by the City Engineer. 

 

5. Pretreatment facilities 

 

A. In areas where the highest water level in the ground is no closer than eight (8) 

feet to the ground surface and percolation rates are high, pre-treatment sumps 

may be used to dispose of surface waters. 

B. All pre-treatment manhole and storm water sumps shall be constructed to 

comply with applicable City Standards, and as indicated within standard 

drawing no. 506.   

C. All design data including percolation tests, etc., must be submitted with the 

drainage plan. 

D. For single lots or small areas, the above may be waived so that sumps can be 

installed or drainage directed on to private property with a drainage easement. 

 

6. Storm water encroachment onto streets 

 

Allowable use of streets for the initial storm water runoff in terms of pavement 

encroachment is as follows: 

 

Street Classification 

 

Maximum Encroachment 

Rural No curb over-topping.  Flow may spread to 

crown of street. 

 

Local No curb over-topping.  Flow may spread to 

crown of street. 

 

Minor Collector No curb over-topping.  Flow spread must leave 

at least one lane in each direction free of water. 

 

Major Collector No curb over-topping.  Flow spread must leave 

at least one lane in each direction free of water. 
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7. Intensity-Duration-Frequency (IDF) Curve 

 

The Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) curve shown below shall be used for 

storm drainage calculations in Cedar Hills City. 

 

 Design Rainfall Depths (Inches) for the Given Duration 
 

 

Duration 

10 

Year 

25 

Year 

50 

Year 

100 

Year 
5 min 0.20 

 

 

0.23 0.26 0.29 
10 min 0.31 

 

0.36 0.41 0.45 
15 min 0.39 0.46 0.52 0.58 
30 min 0.55 0.63 0.72 0.80 
60 min 0.69 

 

0.80 0.91 1.01 
2 hours 0.84 0.98 1.11 1.24 
3 hours 0.98 1.16 1.31 1.46 
6 hours 1.33 1.59 1.80 2.00 

12 hours 1.64 1.98 2.24 2.49 
24 hours 1.97 2.38 2.69 2.99 

 

 

 Design Rainfall Intensities (inches per hour) for the Given Duration 
 

 

Duration 

10 

Year 

25 

Year 

50 

Year 

100 

Year 
5 min 2.40 2.76 3.12 3.48 

10 min 1.86 2.16 2.46 2.70 
15 min 1.56 1.84 2.08 2.32 
30 min 1.10 1.26 1.44 1.60 
60 min 0.69 0.80 0.91 1.01 
2 hours 0.42 0.49 0.56 0.62 
3 hours 0.33 0.39 0.44 0.49 
6 hours 0.22 0.27 0.30 0.33 

12 hours 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.21 
24 hours 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.12 
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8. Storm water quality criteria 
 

A. Storm Water Treatment 

 

Prior to discharging storm water; collected water must be treated in an attempt 

to prevent illicit discharges of sediment, oils, floatables and other pollutants. 

 

B. Use of Best Management Practices 

 

Cedar Hills City encourages the use of the BMP fact sheets included in PART 

4, CONSTRUCTION AND POST CONSTRUCTION BEST 

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.  The following BMPs are required to be a 

part of all Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans: 
 

* BMP Inspection & Maintenance BMPIM 

* Concrete Waste Management CWM 

* Dust Controls DC 

* Grading Practices GP 

* Portable Toilets PT 

 

There is no list of BMPs that is required on all Post Construction Storm Water 

Management Plans. 

 

In addition to the required BMPs listed above, other BMPs from PART 4 that 

apply to a given development should be used.  Cedar Hills City also 

encourages the use of practices in addition to those contained in the Cedar 

Hills Storm Water Management Program that may be suitable for a given 

development.  Engineering judgment must be used in selecting BMPs for a 

given development.   

 

C. Prohibited Practices 

 

The following practices are specifically prohibited: 

 

 Soil or construction materials may not be piled in streets 

 Soil bridges over curb and gutter may not be constructed 
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G. CONSTRUCTION SITE STORM WATER 

MANAGEMENT PLAN CONTENTS 

 
1. Purpose of the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 

 

The purpose of the Construction Storm Water Management Plan is to control 

storm water runoff and reduce pollutants in storm water runoff during 

construction by accomplishing the following: 

 

A. Controlling soil erosion 

B. Controlling discharge of sediment into storm drainage facilities or off-site 

C. Prevent illicit discharges into on-site soils, into storm drainage facilities or 

off-site  

D. Prevent uncontrolled discharge of storm water to adjacent property 

E. Controlling construction waste 

F. Controlling dust 

 

2. Contents of the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan 
 

The Construction Storm Water Management Plan is to be submitted with the site 

plans or improvement plans, and is to contain at least the following elements: 

 

A. Existing and proposed contours as shown on the grading plan 

B. Existing and proposed storm drainage improvements (Minimum design for a 

24hr., 2year event. See Design Standards 2.7.6A8, Intensity-Duration Curve) 

C. Best management practices to accomplish the purpose of the plan--show the 

following for each BMP specified, as applicable: 

i. Location and extent of specified BMP 

ii. Timing of implementation, possibly in terms of planting season or number 

of days following commencement of grading 

iii. Duration of implementation 

iv. Any information in addition to or different from that shown on the BMP 

fact sheet as necessary to employ the BMP on the site 

D. BMP Fact sheets or other descriptive material for all specified BMPs 

E. Proposed re-vegetation—show the following: 

i. Location and type of re-vegetation proposed 

ii. Timing of re-vegetation, possibly in terms of planting season or number of 

days following commencement of grading 

F. Sequencing of construction activities and BMPs 

G. Name, address & telephone number of individual who has responsibility for 

implementation and maintenance of the plan. 
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H. POST CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER 

MANAGEMENT PLAN CONTENTS 

 
1. Purpose of the Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan 

 

The purpose of the Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan is to control 

storm water runoff and reduce pollutants in storm water runoff after construction 

is complete and the developed site is in operation.  This is achieved by 

accomplishing the following: 

 

A. Controlling soil erosion 

B. Controlling discharge of sediment into storm drainage facilities or off-site 

C. Preventing illicit discharges into on-site soils, into storm drainage facilities or 

off-site  

 

2. Contents of the Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan 
 

The Post Construction Storm Water Management Plan is to be submitted with the 

site plans or improvement plans.  It shall be contained on a plan sheet of its own, 

rather than being a part of another plan sheet, and is to contain at least the 

following: 

 

A. The site plan, including vicinity map, proposed contours, permanent storm 

drainage features, and landscaping. 

B. Best management practices to accomplish the purpose of the plan.  Examples 

of appropriate BMPs may include those addressing operation and maintenance 

of storm drainage quality control facilities, operation and maintenance of 

storm water discharge control facilities, maintenance of landscaping, good 

housekeeping practices, etc. 

C. Show the following for each BMP specified: 

i. Location and extent of specified BMPs, as appropriate 

ii. Detailed schedule of execution for each specified BMP, in terms of 

starting time, duration, frequency, etc., as appropriate 

iii. Any information in addition to or different from that shown on the BMP 

fact sheets as necessary to employ the BMPs on the site 

D. BMP fact sheets or other descriptive material for all specified BMPs.  BMP 

fact sheets that are part of the Post Construction Storm Water Management 

Plan are to be on a separate sheet from those BMP fact sheets associated with 

the Construction Site Storm Water Management Plan. 
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E. The following statement shall prominently appear on all Post Construction 

Storm Water Management Plans: 

 

 
 

 

The holders of the business license at this site (or owner of the lot if there is 

no business license) are responsible to perpetually follow this Post 

Construction Storm Water Management Plan.  Failure to follow the plan may 

result in the City refusing to renew business licenses or take other action 

against the property owner. 

 

The objectives of the Plan are to: 

1.  Control soil erosion 

2.  Control discharge of sediment into storm drainage facilities or off-site 

3.  Prevent illicit discharges into on-site soils, into storm drainage 

facilities or offsite 

 

If the objectives of the Plan are not being met, the site operator or owner 

shall make adjustments to the Plan as needed to accomplish its purposes.   

 

Cedar Hills City encourages adjustments to the plan that enhance effective 

storm water management.  However, significant reduction of practices 

contained in the plan is to be accomplished through formal modification of 

the plan and resubmission to the City Engineer. 
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I. PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION AND POST 

CONSTRUCTION STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 

PLAN REVIEW PROCEDURES 
 

The Construction Storm Water Management Plan and Post Construction Storm Water 

Management Plan will be submitted to Cedar Hills City with the development plans.  

They will be reviewed along with the development plans, with storm water quantity 

and quality benefits in mind.  The review procedure will be the same as for 

subdivision improvement plans and site plans. 

 

J. CONCLUSION 
 

Inasmuch as the construction and post construction related best management practices 

will generally be carried out by those in the private construction industry, they will be 

implemented as specified in specific construction site and post construction storm 

water management plans as development occurs.  The BMPs found in PART 2, 

BMPs PERFORMED BY CEDAR HILLS CITY, cover Cedar Hills City’s efforts to 

assure that the plans are followed. 

 

Cedar Hills City’s Storm Water Technical Manual satisfies, in part, two of the six 

minimum control measures established by the Storm Water Phase II Rule:  #4:  

Construction site storm water runoff control, and #5: Post-construction storm water 

management in new development and redevelopment. 
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PART 4 

CONSTRUCTION 

AND POST CONSTRUCTION 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
 

 

A. BMP INDEX 
 

Cedar Hills City encourages the use of the following best management practices on 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans.  As established in Section F.8.B of 

PART 3, STORM WATER TECHNICAL MANUAL, BMPs with an asterisk are 

required to be a part of all Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans 

 

* BMP Inspection & Maintenance BMPIM 

* Concrete Waste Management CWM 

* Dust Controls DC 

* Grading Practices GP 

* Portable Toilets PT 

 

The City also encourages the use of BMP’s on Post Construction Site Storm Water 

Management Plans. However, there is no list of BMP’s that is required on all Post 

Construction Storm Water Management Plans. 

 

Suggested Potential BMP’s (See www.cedarhills.org for suggested BMP Fact Sheets) 

 

Benching BE 

Biofilters BF 

Brush or Rock Filter BRF 

Building Repair, Remodeling & Construction BRRC 

Catch Basin Cleaning CBC 

Conservative Easement CE 

Contaminated or Erodible Surface Areas CESA 

Compaction CP 

Construction Road Stabilization CR 

Construction Sequencing CS 

Diversion Dike DD 

Earth Berm Barrier EB 

Erosion Control Blankets ECB 

Geotextiles and Mats GM 

Grassed Swales GS 

Hydromulching HM 

In-Line Storage ILS 

http://www.cedarhills.org/
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Infiltration IN 

Inlet Protection – Concrete Block IPC 

Inlet Protection – Excavated IPE 

Inlet Protection – Gravel IPG 

Inlet Protection – Silt Fence or Straw Bale IPS 

Minimize Directly Connected Impervious Areas MDCIA 

Material Storage MS 

Mulching MU 

Outlet Protection OP 

Oil/Water Separators and Water Quality Inlets OWS 

Pest Control PC 

Preservation of Existing Vegetation PEV 

Parking Lot Design PLD 

Parking Lot Sweeping/Vacuuming PLSV 

Rock Check Dams RCD 

Retention/Infiltration Device Maintenance RIDM 

Riprap RR 

Sand Bag Barrier SBB 

Street Cleaning SC 

Stabilized Construction Entrance and Wash Area SCEWA 

Sediment Control on Small Construction Sites SCSCS 

Slope Drain SD 

Storm Drain Flushing SDF 

Silt Fence SF 

Seeding and Planting SP 

Surface Roughening SR 

Sediment Trap ST 

Straw Bale Barrier STB 

Temporary Drains and Swales TDS 

Temporary and Permanent Seeding TPS 

Temporary Stream Crossing TSC 

Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning VEC 

Vehicle and Equipment Fueling VEF 

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance & Repair  VEMR 

 

B. BMP FACT SHEETS 
 

The following sheets contain required BMP Fact Sheets for use in Cedar Hills. 
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Disposal of hardened concrete on a regular basis 

 

Store dry and wet materials under cover and away from drainage areas. 

Avoid mixing excess amounts of fresh concrete or cement on-site. 

Perform washout of concrete trucks off-site or in designated areas only. 

Do not was out concrete trucks into storm drains, open ditches, streets, or streams. 

 

On-site washout: Collect and retain all the concrete washout water and solids in 

leak proof containers or pit, so that this caustic material does not reach the soil 

surface. 

Train employees and subcontractors in proper concrete waste management. 
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Prepare level, gravel surface and provide clear access to the toilets for servicing and for on-site 
personnel. 

 

Position portable toilets so that they are secure and will not be tipped or knocked over and that 
they will be positioned at least 10 feet from any storm water conveyance, inlet, curb or gutter; 

or that they will have secondary containment if tipped. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDE TO 

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 

FOR CONTRACTORS 
(Small MS4 General UPDES Permit 4.2.4.) 

 

 
 

 Design Methods and Considerations 

 Procedure for Considering LID Practices 

 SWPPP Review Criteria/Checklists 

 Inspection Procedures/Checklist 

 Construction Inspection Form (from State) 

 NOT Procedures 

 Construction BMP fact sheets  

 Threatened/Endangered Species and Historic properties 

compliance efforts 
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APPENDIX B 

 

SUPPLEMENTAL GUIDE TO 

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 
FOR 

PUBLIC WORKS 
(Small MS4 General UPDES Permit 4.2.6) 

 

 

 

 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) including department 

and/or responsible parties 

 BMP Fact Sheets 

 Process for including water quality in city projects 

 Inspection Check list 

 Inventory of City operated facilities (including high priority 

facilities) and storm water controls 

 Floor drain inventory 

 Retrofitting Existing Infrastructure  
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
 

CITY OF CEDAR HILLS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Created:  October 2010 

Updated: July 2016 
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BUILDINGS – Dumpsters/Garbage Storage 

 

 
1. Preparation. 

 
a.    Train employees on proper trash disposal. 

 b.  Locate dumpsters and trash cans in convenient, easily observable areas.  
 
 c.  Provide properly-labeled recycling bins to reduce the amount of garbage disposed.  
 

 d.  Install berms, curbing, or vegetation strips around storage areas to control water entering/ 
leaving storage areas. 

 
 e.  Whenever possible store garbage containers beneath a covered structure or inside to prevent 

contact with storm water.  
 
2.  Process. 
 

a.    Inspect garbage bins for leaks regularly, and have repairs made immediately by responsible 

party. 

 

b.    Request/use dumpsters, and trash cans with lids and without drain holes. 

 

 

c.    Locate dumpsters on a flat, hard surface that does not slope or drain directly into the storm 

drain system.  

 
3.  Clean-up.  
 

a.    Keep areas around dumpsters clean of all garbage. 

 b.  Have garbage bins emptied regularly to keep from overfilling. 
 
 c.  For cleaning, washing, painting, and other maintenance activities contact provider. 
  
 

4.  Documentation 

 a.  Document training of employees 
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BUILDINGS – Material Storage, Heavy Equipment Storage, and Maintenance 
Areas 
 
Permit Section: 4.2.6.6.2 
 

1. Preparation 

a. Store vehicles indoors where possible and in an area with no floor drains that lead to storm 

water system. 

b. Watch for leaking equipment and vehicles. 

c. Store materials in a dry place, if applicable on the floor. 

2. Process 

a. Use drip pans to collect leaking fluids from equipment or vehicles. 

b. Repair leaking vehicles as soon as possible to protect storm drain system. 

c. Wash vehicles and equipment in dedicated areas. 

d. Properly dispose of materials that are expired or beyond use. 

3. Clean‐up 

a. Properly clean any areas that have been polluted by leaking vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUILDINGS – Parking Lot Maintenance 
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b. Preparation. 

 
c. Conduct regular employee training to reinforce proper housekeeping. 

 
 b.  Restrict parking in areas to be swept prior to and during sweeping using regulations as 

necessary. 
 
 c.  Perform regular maintenance and services in accordance with the recommended vehicle 

maintenance schedule on sweepers to increase and maintain efficiency.  
  
2.  Process. 
 

d. Sweep parking areas, as needed, or as directed by the city’s responsible official.  

 
 b.  Hand sweep sections of gutter if soil and debris accumulate. 
 
 c.  Pick-up litter as required to keep parking areas clean and orderly. 
 
  
 
3.  Clean-up.  
 

e. Dispose of sweepings properly (appropriate solid waste facility). 

 
 b.  Street sweepers to be cleaned out in a manner as instructed by the manufacturer and in a 

location that swept materials cannot be introduced into a storm drain. 
 
 c.  Swept materials will not be stored in locations where storm water could transport fines into 

the storm drain system. 
 
4.  Documentation. 
 

f. Keep accurate logs to track swept parking areas and approximate quantities. 

 

 b.  Document training of employees. 
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IDDE – Call-in Inspections 

 

1. Preparation 

 
a. Have a system in place to receive phone calls and collect information regarding suspected 

illicit discharges. 

 
2. Process 

 
a. Use the Incident Tracking Sheet to collect the appropriate information from the caller. 

Then, transfer the Incident Tracking Sheet to the proper authority (i.e. Department head, 

storm water specialist, construction inspector, code enforcement officer, or other assigned 

personnel). 

 
b. Promptly investigate reported incidents. 

 
c. If an illicit discharge of unknown source is confirmed, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE – 

Tracing Illicit Discharges. 

 
d. If an illicit discharge known source is confirmed, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE – 

Removing Illicit Discharges. 

 
3. Clean  up 

 
a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as applicable.  Follow relevant 

SOPs. 

 
4. Documentation 

 
a. File all completed forms (ie. Incident tracking, catch basins cleaning, storm drain cleaning. 

 
b. Document any further action taken. 

 
c. Review incidents reported by citizens on an annual basis to look for patterns of illicit 

discharges and to evaluate the call-in inspection program. 
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IDDE - Opportunistic Illicit Discharge Observation 

 
1.  Preparation 
 
 a.  Be alert for potential illicit discharges to the municipal storm water system while going about 

normal work activities. 
 
2. Process 
 
 a. Call the appropriate authority (department head, storm water specialist, building    
  inspector, code enforcement officer or a supervisor) if you see evidence of an illicit 
  discharge. 
 
  b. Assess the general area of the illicit discharge to see if you can identify its source.  
 
  c. Whenever possible, take photographs of the suspected illicit discharge. 
 
 d. Responding storm water department personnel or code enforcement officer will 

 complete the following: 
 

1. Use the IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet to document observations. 
2. Obtain sample for visual observation and complete an Outfall Inspection Form, if 

applicable. 
3. Follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - Tracing Illicit Discharges. 

 
3. Clean-up 
 
  a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as needed.  Follow relevant 
   SOPs. 
 
4. Documentation 
 
 a. File all completed forms (Incident Tracking Form, Outfall Inspection Form, Catch Basin 
  Cleaning Form and Storm Drain Cleaning Log). 
 
 b. Document any further action taken. 
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IDDE - Outfall Inspections 

 

1. Preparation: 
 a.  Know the past and present weather conditions.  Conduct inspections during dry 
  weather periods. 
 b. Gather all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container, 
  clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera (optional). 
 c. Obtain maps showing outfall locations and identifiers. 
 d. Obtain outfall description and observations from previous inspections, so the 
  outfall can be  accurately identified and observations compared. 
 
2.  Process 
 a. Perform an inspection of each outfall at least once per year.  Whenever, possible 
  use the  same personnel for consistency in observations. 
 b.  Identify each outfall with a consistent and unique identifier. For example 
  “Howard Slough-#13”.  Use maps and previous inspection reports to confirm the 
  outfall identity and location. 
 c. If dry weather flow is present at the outfall, then document and evaluate the 
  discharge by completing the following steps:  
 

  1. Collect field samples for visual observations in a clean, clear container and in a 
   manner that avoids stirring  up sediment that might distort the observation.  

  2. Characterize and record observations on basic sensory and physical indicators 
   (e.g., outfall condition, flow, odor, color, oil sheen) on the Outfall 
   Inspection Form. 

 3. Compare observations to previous inspections. 
 4. If the flow does not appear to be an obvious illicit discharge (e.g., flow is clear, 
  odorless, etc.), attempt to identify the source of the flow (groundwater, 
  intermittent stream, etc.) 
 

 d. If an illicit discharge (such as raw sewage, petroleum products, paint, etc.) is 
  encountered or suspected, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - Tracing Illicit 
  Discharges. 

 
3. Cleanup - as necessary 
 
4.   Documentation 

 a. File completed outfall inspection forms. 
 b. Update maps if new outfalls are observed and inspected. 
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IDDE - Removing Illicit Discharges 

 
1.  Preparation 
 
 a.   Obtain available property ownership information for the source of the illicit 

discharge. 
 
2.      Process 
 
 a.   Determine who is financially responsible; and follow associated procedures as given 

below. 
 
  For Private Property Owner: 
   Contact Owner, 
   Issue Notice of Violation for violations of the municipal ordinance, and 
   Determine schedule for removal. 
 
  For Municipal Facility: 
   Notify appropriate municipal authority or department head, 
   Schedule removal, and 
   Remove illicit connection. 
 
 b.   Suspend access to storm drain if threats of serious physical harm to humans or the 
  environment are possible. 
 
 c.   Direct responsible party to initiate repairs/corrections/cleanup.  Coordinate with 
  enforcement official for escalating penalties in accordance with the municipal 

ordinance. 
 
 d.   Repair/correct cause of discharge if municipality is responsible.  Schedule the work 

through 
  the appropriate municipal authority or department head..   
 
 e.   Seek technical assistance from the Weber-Morgan Health Department or Utah 

Department 
  of Water Quality, if needed. 
 
3. Clean up 
 
 a.    Confirm illicit discharge is removed or eliminated by follow-up inspection. 
 
4.  Documentation 
 
 a.     Maintain records of notice of violation and penalties. 
 
 b.     Document repairs, corrections, and any other actions required. 
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IDDE - Tracing Illicit Discharges  

1.   Preparation 
 

a.     Review / consider information collected when illicit discharge was initially 
identified and document using Incident Tracking Form or Outfall Inspection 
Form. 

 
b. Obtain storm drain mapping for the area of the reported illicit discharge. 
 
c. Gather all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container, 

clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera (optional). 
 

2.    Process 
 

a. Survey the general area / surrounding properties to identify potential sources 
of the illicit discharge as a first step. 

 
b. Trace illicit discharges using visual inspections of upstream points as a second 

step.  Use available mapping to identify tributary pipes, catch basins, etc. 
 
c. If the source of the illicit discharge cannot be determined by a survey of the 

area or observation of the storm drain system, then consider the following 
additional steps: 

 
1. Use weirs, sandbags, dams, or optical brightener monitoring traps to 

collect or pool intermittent discharges during dry weather. 
 
2. Smoke test or televise the storm drain system to trace high priority, 

difficult to detect illicit discharges. 
 
3. Dye test individual discharge points within suspected buildings. 
 
4. Consider collecting bacterial samples of flowing discharges to 

confirm/refute illicit discharge. 
 
d. If the source is located, follow SOP IDDE - Removing Illicit Discharges. 
 
e. If the source cannot be found, add the location to a future inspection 

program. 
 
3.     Clean up 

 
a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as applicable.  

Follow relevant SOPs. 
4. Documentation 

 
a. Document tracing results for future reference
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MUNICIPAL – Municipally‐Sponsored Events (outdoor festivals, parades, food 
trucks) 
 
Permit Section: 4.2.6.4.5 

 
1. Preparation 

a. Prior to event, schedule crews to facilitate an effective clean up before contaminates 

and debris migrate to storm water system. 

b. Provide any trash bags or other required tools for cleaning. 

2. Process 

a. Sweep parking areas, as needed, or as directed by the city’s responsible official. 

b. Hand sweep sections of gutter if debris accumulate. 

c. Pick‐up litter as required to keep parking areas clean and orderly. 

3. Clean‐up 

a. Dispose of sweepings properly (appropriate solid waste facility). 

b. Street sweepers to be cleaned out in a manner as instructed by the manufacturer and 

in a location that swept materials cannot be introduced into a storm drain. 

c. Swept materials will not be stored in locations where storm water could transport 

fines into the storm drain system. 

4. Documentation 

a. Document any problems that arise. 
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PARKS – Chemical Application Pesticides, Herbicides, Fertilizers 

1. Preparation 

a. Make sure your state Chemical Handling Certification is complete and up-to-date 
before handling any chemicals. 

b. Calibrate fertilizer and pesticide application equipment to avoid excessive 
application. 

c. Use pesticides only if there is an actual pest problem and periodically test soils for 
determining proper fertilizer use 

d. Time and apply the application of fertilizers, herbicides or pesticides to coincide 
with the manufacturer’s recommendation for best results (“Read the Label”). 

e. Know the weather conditions. Do not use pesticides if rain is expected. Apply 
pesticides only when wind speeds are low(less than 5 mph). 

Process 

f. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for mixing, application and 
disposal. (“Read the Label”). 

g.  Do not mix or prepare pesticides for application near storm drains, preferably mix 
inside a protected area with impervious secondary containment (preferably indoors) 
so that spills or leaks will not contact soils. 

h. Employ techniques to minimize off-target application (e.g. spray drift, over 
broadcasting.) of pesticides and fertilizers. 

Clean-up 

i. Sweep pavements or sidewalks where fertilizers or other solid chemicals have fallen, 
back onto grassy areas before applying irrigation water. 

j. Triple rinse containers, and use rinse water as product. Dispose of unused pesticide 
as hazardous waste. 

k. Always follow all federal and state regulations governing use, storage and disposal of 
fertilizers, herbicides or pesticides and their containers. (“Read the Label”) 

Documentation 

l. Keep copies of MSD sheets for all pesticides, fertilizers and other hazardous 
products used. 

m. Record fertilizing and pesticide application activities, including date, individual who 
did the application, amount of product used and approximate area covered. 
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PARKS – Cleaning Equipment 

1. Preparation 

a. Review process with all Parks employees 

 

2. Process 

a. Wipe off dirt, dust and fluids with disposable towel 

b. Wash equipment in approved wash station 

 

3. Clean-up 

a. Dispose of towels in proper trash receptacle 

b. Sweep floor and dispose of debris. 
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PARKS – Open Space Management 

 
2. Preparation 

 
a. Provide a regular observation and maintenance of parks, golf courses, and other 

  pubic open spaces. 
 

b. Identify public open spaces that are used for storm water detention and verify that 

  detention areas are included on the storm drain system mapping, inspection 
  schedules, and maintenance schedules. 
 
 
2. Process 
 

c. Ensure that any storm drain or drainage system components on the property are 

  properly maintained. 
 

d. Avoid placing bark mulch (or other floatable landscaping materials) in storm water 

  detention areas or other areas where storm water runoff can carry the mulch into 
  the storm drainage system. 
 

e. Follow all SOPs related to irrigation, mowing, landscaping, and pet waste 

  management. 
 
 
b. Clean Up 

 
c. Keep all outdoor work areas neat and tidy.  Clean by sweeping instead of washing 

whenever possible.  If areas must be washed, ensure that wash water will enter a 

landscaped area rather than the storm drain.  Do not use soap for outdoor washing and 

building exterior. 

 
d. Pick up trash on a regular basis. Verify that a sufficient number of trash containers are 

available and lids are closed.  Contact Provider for trash container maintenance. 

 
 
e. Documentation 

 
f. Document any observed deficiencies for correction or repair. 
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PARKS – Right‐of‐way and Parks/Open Space Maintenance  
 
Permit Section: 4.2.6.5 

 
 Preparation 

a. Locate all storm drain collection structures and inlets in the right‐of‐way. 

b. Call the Blue Stakes Center of Utah at least 2 working days before any digging or 

grading will be done, to reveal the location of any underground utilities. 

c. Dial 811 or 1‐800‐662‐4111 if digging within Right‐of‐way. 

 

2. Process 

a. Install temporary catch basin protection on affected basins 

b. Mow in a manner to minimize clippings blown toward collection structures inlets 

and water courses. 

c. Pick‐up litter within Right‐of‐way to avoid catch basins from becoming plugged. 

 

3. Clean‐up 

a. Scrape and brush mowers at the shop – Sweep dry spoils and dispose at approved 

facilities. 

b. Wash equipment in approved wash station 

 

4. Documentation 

a. Keep accurate logs to track when maintenance was done so areas don’t go 

unmanaged. 

b. Document training of employees. 
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PARKS – Planting Vegetation (Starters) 

1. Preparation 

g. Call the Blue Stakes Center of Utah at least 2 working days before any digging will be done, 
to reveal the location of any underground utilities. 

h. Dial 811  or  1-800-662-4111 

i. Decide where any spoils will be taken. 

 

Process 

j. Dig holes; place spoils near the hole where they may easily be placed back around roots.  
Avoid placing spoils in the gutter. 

k. Bring each plant near the edge of the hole dug for it.   

l. Check the depth of the hole, and adjust the depth if necessary.  The depth of the hole for a 
tree should be as deep as the root ball, so that the top of the root ball is level with the top 
of the hole. 

m. Carefully remove pot or burlap. 

n. Place the plant in the hole. 

o. Backfill the hole with existing spoils, compost, and a litter fertilizer if desired.  Do not use 
excessive amendments. 

p. Water the plant. 

q. Stake the plant, if necessary, to stabilize it. 

 

Clean-up 

r. Move any extra spoils into truck or trailer.  Place the spoils on a tarp if there is likelihood 
that some of the dirt would be lost through openings in the bed. 

s. Sweep dirt from surrounding pavement(s) into the planter area 

t. Transport spoils to their designated fill or disposal area. 
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PARKS – Transporting Equipment 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Determine equipment needed for transport and method (trailer, truck bed) needed 
to transport equipment. 

b. Conduct pre- trip inspection of equipment  

2. Process 

a. Load and secure equipment on trailer or truck 

b. Load and secure fuel containers for equipment usage 

 

3. Clean-up 

a. Off load equipment 

b. Store equipment and trailer in proper locate on 

c. Conduct post-trip inspection of equipment 

d. Wash equipment, if needed, according to the SOP for Cleaning Equipment SOP 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Catch Basin/Conveyance Pipe 
Cleaning/Inspection/Repair 

(Schedule for entire system completed every five years) 

1. Preparation:   

a. Clean sediment and trash off grate. 

b. Do visual inspection on outside of grate. 

c. Make sure nothing needs to be replaced. 

d. Do inside visual inspection to see what needs to be cleaned and/or repaired. 

 

2. Process 

a. Clean using high powered vacuum equipment. Start vacuuming out standing water 
and sediment. 

b.  Use a high pressure washer to clean any remaining material out of catch basin, 
while capturing the slurry with the vacuum.  

c. Move equipment downstream of pipe to next catch basin. 

 

3. Clean-up 

a. When vacuum equipment is full of sediment take it to the designated location and 
dump the sediment out of equipment into a drying bed. 

b. When it evaporates, clean it up with a backhoe, put it into a dump truck and take it 
to the landfill. 

 

4. Documentation 

a. Keep logs of number of catch basins cleaned. 

b. Record the amount of waste collected. 

c. Keep any notes or comments of any problems. 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Curb Painting 

1. Preparation 

a. Calculate the amount of paint required for the job 

b. Use water based paints. 

c. Determine locations of storm drain inlets and protect as needed. 

d. Prepare surfaces to be painted.  

e. Thoroughly sweep up all paint scrapings. 

2. Process 

a. Paint curb. 

b. Use drip pans and drop clothes in areas of mixing paints and painting 

c. Have available absorbent material and other BMP’s ready for an accidental paint 
spill. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Paint out brushes and rollers as much as possible.  Squeeze excess paint from 
brushes and rollers back into the containers prior to cleaning them. 

b. Pour excess paint from trays and buckets back into the paint can containers and 
wipe with cloth or paper towels.  Dispose of the towels according to the 
recommendations on the paint being used. 

c. Rinse water-based paint brushes in the sink after pre-cleaning.  Never pour excess 
paint or wastewater from cleanup of paint in the storm drain. 

d. Dispose of waste collected by placing it in a garbage container.  Left-over paint 
should be stored for later use (do not place these liquids in the garbage).  
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Retention Basin Cleaning 

Structures must be inspected annually 

1. Preparation: 

a. Schedule the Pond cleaning work for a time when dry weather is expected. 

b. Provide outlet protection where feasible to minimize the amount of debris that 
might leave basin during cleaning process. 

2. Process 

a. Do a visual inspection to make sure any grates, structures, manholes, boxes, and 
pipes are in good working order.  Remove manhole covers and grates as necessary 
for inspecting. 

b. Remove any sediment and trash from grates, placing it in a truck for disposal. 

c. Start cleaning basin by using equipment to remove debris and sediment off the 
bottom. 

d. Continue cleaning structures and pond bottom as necessary by sweeping and 
shoveling. 

e. Take debris and sediment to the designated location and place into a drying bed. 

f. When it evaporates, clean it up with a backhoe, put it into a dump truck and take it 
to the landfill. 

3. Clean-up 

a. After cleaning basin, clean off the concrete pads using dry methods (sweeping and 
shoveling). 

b. Make sure they are swept up and clean. 

c. Take the material that was removed to the landfill for final disposal. 

4. Documentation 

a. Keep a log of each retention basin cleaned. Include date, individuals involved in 
cleaning, and a description of the type of debris removed. 

b. Record the amount of waste collected. 

c. Keep any notes or comments of any problems. 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Ditch Management 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Monitor ditches on a regular basis (Suggested interval?). 

b. Maintain access to ditch channels wherever possible.  

c. Contact affected property owners and utility owners. 

2. Process 

a. Identify areas requiring maintenance 

b. Determine what manpower or equipment will be required. 

c. Identify access and easements to area requiring maintenance. 

d. Determine method of maintenance that will be least damaging to the channel and 
adjacent properties or utilities. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Stabilize all disturbed soils. 

b. Remove all tracking from paved surfaces near maintenance site, if applicable. 

c. Haul all debris or sediment removed from area to approved dumping site. 

4. Documentation 

a. Keep log of actions performed including date and individuals involved. 

b. Record the amount of materials removed or imported. 

c. Keep any notes or comments of any problems. 

d. Use “before” and “after” photographs to document activities as applicable. 
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STREETS/PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE – Chip Seal 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Clean and dry areas where materials are to be applied.   

b. Apply temporary covers to manholes and catch basins to prevent oil and materials 
from getting inside of them. 

2. Process 

a. Apply emulsion at recommended rate. 

b. Spread chips closely behind emulsion distributor, slowly such that the chips do not 
roll when they hit the surface.   

c. Roll chips. Rollers follow closely behind the chip spreader.  Roll entire surface twice. 

d. Maximum speed 5 mph.   

3. Clean-up 

a. All loose aggregate is removed from the roadway by sweeping it up (see SOP for 
Street Sweeping).   

b. Remove excess asphalt and spills with shovels and scraping tools. 

c. Remove the temporary covers from manholes and catch basins.  If it appears that 
any chip seal materials have gotten into the inlet boxes, remove the material 
according to the SOP for inlet boxes. 

d. Dispose of the waste material that has been swept and scraped up by taking it to the 
landfill. 

4. Documentation 

a. Record location and date on the maintenance database. 
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STREETS/ PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE – Slurry Seal   

 

1. Preparation  

a. Remove weeds from the roads.  Sweep areas where materials are to be applied, and 
allow to dry, if necessary.  Verify that existing pavement has been inspected for 
detrimental effects of poor drainage.  

b. Cover/protect catch basins and manholes. 

2. Process 

a. Apply materials in a smooth and uniform manner.  Slurry material should not run 
onto adjacent pavement surface, curb and gutter or waterways. 

3. Clean-up 

a. If loose aggregate is remaining in street or curb, sweep it up.   

b. Ensure that excess emulsion materials are removed from the site and stored for later 
use in an area or container that is not exposed to the weather. 

c. Remove covers/protection from catch basins, manholes, and valves. 

4. Documentation 

a. Record location and date on the maintenance database. 
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STREETS/ PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE – Overlays, Patching and Pothole 
Repair 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Work to be performed during dry weather. (do not apply tack while surface is wet or 
may become wet) 

b. Provide necessary traffic control measures. 

c.  Mark locations of manholes and valves on the curb 

d. Manholes and catch basins are covered as needed to prevent oil and materials from 
getting inside the structures or system. 

e. Cracks should be properly sealed.  Alligator cracks and potholes should be removed 
and patched.  Rutting should be milled.   

f. Surface should be clean and dry. 

g. Uniform tack coat applied and cured prior to placement of overlay. 

h. If milling is required, install inlet protection as needed. 

2. Process 

a. Check hot asphalt mix for proper temperature, percentage asphalt, gradation, air 
voids and any other agency requirements. 

b. Raise manhole lids and valves to elevation of new asphalt surface with riser rings. 

c. Surface texture should be uniform, no tearing or scuffing. 

d. Rolling should be done to achieve proper in-place air void specification.   

3. Clean-up 

a. After pavement has cooled, sweep gutters to remove loose aggregate. 

b. Covering should be removed as soon as the threat of imported materials entering 
the system is reduced and prior to a storm event.  

4. Documentation 

a. Record location and date on the maintenance database .  
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STREETS/ PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE – Pavement Marking 

1. Preparation 

a. Calculate the amount of paint required for the job 

b. Use water based paints. 

c. Determine locations of storm drain inlets and protect as needed. 

d. Prepare surfaces to be painted.  

e. Thoroughly sweep up all paint scrapings. 

2. Process 

a. Paint pavement. 

b. Use drip pans and drop clothes in areas of mixing paints and painting 

c. Have available absorbent material and other BMP’s ready for an accidental paint 
spill. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Paint out brushes and rollers as much as possible.  Squeeze excess paint from 
brushes and rollers back into the containers prior to cleaning them. 

b. Pour excess paint from trays and buckets back into the paint can containers and 
wipe with cloth or paper towels.  Dispose of the towels according to the 
recommendations on the paint being used. 

c. Rinse water-based paint brushes in the sink after pre-cleaning.  Never pour excess 
paint or wastewater from cleanup of paint in the storm drain. 

d. Dispose of waste collected by placing it in a garbage container.  Left-over paint 
should be stored for later use (do not place these liquids in the garbage).  
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STREETS/ PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE – Crack Seal 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Determine what areas need repair and provide traffic control as needed. 

b. Remove weeds from the road 

c. Air-blast the cracks to remove sediments from the crack to allow for proper 
adhesion. 

d. Ensure that surface is clean and dry. 

2. Process 

a. Proper temperature of material should be maintained. 

b. Sufficient material is applied to form the specified configuration.   

3. Clean-up 

a. Excessive sealant application or spills are removed. 

b. Sweep all loose debris from the pavement and dispose of it in the local landfill. 

 

4. Documentation 

a. Record location and date on the maintenance database. 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Concrete Work (New) 

1. Preparation 

a. Store dry and wet materials under cover, away from drainage areas 

b. Remove any damaged concrete that may need to be replaced. 

c. Prepare and compact sub-base. 

d. Set forms and place any reinforcing steel that may be required. 

e. Determine how much new concrete will be needed. 

f. Locate or construct approved concrete washout facility.  

g. Install inlet protection as needed. 

2. Process 

a. Moisten sub base just prior to placing new concrete.  This helps keep the soil from 
wicking moisture out of the concrete into the ground. 

b. Place new concrete in forms. 

c. Consolidate new concrete. 

d. Screed off surface 

e. Let concrete obtain its initial set.  

f. Apply appropriate surface finish. 

g. Remove forms when concrete is set. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Perform washout of concrete trucks and equipment in designated areas only. 

b. Remove dirt or debris from street and gutter. 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Garbage Storage 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Locate dumpsters and trash cans with lids in convenient, easily observable areas. 

b. Provide properly-labeled recycling bins to reduce the amount of garbage disposed. 

c. Provide training to employees to prevent improper disposal of general trash. 

 

2. Process 

a. Inspect garbage bins for leaks regularly, and have repairs made immediately by 
responsible party. 

b. Locate dumpsters on a flat, impervious surface that does not slope or drain directly 
into the storm drain system. 

c. Install berms, curbing or vegetation strips around storage areas to control water 
entering/leaving storage areas. 

d. Keep lids closed when not actively filling dumpster. 

 

3. Clean-up 

a. Keep areas around dumpsters clean of all garbage. 

b. Have garbage bins emptied as often as needed to keep from overfilling. 

c. Wash out bins or dumpsters as needed to keep odors from becoming a problem.  
Wash out in properly designated areas only. 
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STREETS/STORM DRAIN – Snow Removal and De-icing 

 

1. Preparation  

a. Store de-icing material under a covered storage area. 

b. Wash out vehicles (if necessary) in approved washout area before preparing them 
for snow removal. 

c. Calibrate spreaders to minimize amount of de-icing material used and still be 
effective 

d. Train employees in spill cleanup procedures and proper handling and storage of de-
icing materials 

2. Process 

a. Load material into trucks carefully (to minimize spillage). 

b. Periodically dry sweep loading area to reduce the amount of de-icing materials 
exposed to runoff. 

c. Distribute the minimum amount of de-icing material needed to be effective. 

d. Park trucks loaded with de-icing material inside when possible. 

3. Cleanup 

a. Sweep up all spilled de-icing material around loading area. 

b. Clean out trucks after snow removal duty in approved washout area.  
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STREETS/PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE /STORM DRAIN – Street/Parking 
Lot Sweeping 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Streets are to be swept as needed or specified by the city. Street maps are used to 
ensure all streets are swept at a specified interval 

2. Process 

a. Drive street sweeper safely and pick up debris 

b. When full, empty the sweeper in an approved dumping location. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Street sweepers are to be cleaned out in an approved location. Do not introduce 
swept material into storm drains.  

b. Haul all dumped material to the landfill.. 

4. Documentation 

a. Keep accurate logs to track streets swept and streets still requiring sweeping. 

b. Log the amount of debris collected and hauled off. 
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VEHICLES – Fueling 

 
1. Preparation 

 
a. Train employees on proper fueling methods and spill cleanup techniques. 

 
b. Install a canopy or roof over above ground storage tanks and fuel transfer areas. 

 
c. Absorbent spill clean-up materials and spill kits shall be available in fueling areas and 

on mobile fueling vehicles and shall be disposed of properly after use. 

 
2. Process  

 
a. Shut off the engine. 

 
b. Ensure that the fuel is the proper type of fuel for the vehicle. 

 
c. Nozzles used in vehicle and equipment fueling shall be equipped with an automatic 

shut off to prevent overfill. 

d. Fuel vehicle carefully to minimize drips to the ground. 

e. Fuel tanks shall not be ‘topped off’. 

f. Mobile fueling shall be minimized. Whenever practical, vehicles and equipment shall 
be transported to a designated fueling area. 

 
g. When fueling small equipment from portable containers, fuel in an area away from 

storm drains. 

 
3. Clean Up 

 
a. Immediately clean up small spills using dry absorbent material. Properly dispose of 

contaminated clean up materials. 

 
b. Large spills shall be contained as best as possible and Spill procedures followed. 

 

 
4. Documentation  

 
a. Comply with storage tank records and monitoring requirements. 

 
b. Document training of employees. 
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VEHICLES – Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance/Storage 

1. Preparation 

 a. Inspect parking areas for stains/leaks on a regular basis. 

 b. Provide drip pans and absorbents for leak control. 

2. Process 

 a. Whenever possible, store vehicles inside where floor drains have been connected to     
a sanitary sewer system. 

 
c. When inside storage is not available, Vehicles and equipment will be parked in an 

approved designated area. 

 
d. Maintain vehicles to prevent leaks as much as possible. 

 
 f. If any leaks are discovered, a drip pan will be used to collect the fluids and 
  the vehicle will be scheduled for repairs. 
 
 g. Clean up all spills using dry methods. 
 
 h. Never store leaking vehicles over a storm drain. 
 

3. Clean Up 

 a. Any leaks that are spilled on the asphalt will be cleaned up with dry absorbent; the 
dry absorbent will be disposed of in the garbage. 
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VEHICLES – Washing 

 
1. Preparation 

 
a. Provide wash areas for small vehicles inside a maintenance building that has a drain system 

attached to the sanitary sewer system.  

 
b. Provide wash areas for large vehicles on an approved outside wash pad that has a drain 

system which is attached to the sanitary sewer system. 

 
c. No vehicle washing will be done where the drain system is connected to the storm sewer 

system. 

 
2. Process 

 
a. Minimize water and soap use when washing vehicles. 

 
b. When washing outside the building, it is the operators’ responsibility to make sure all wash 

water is contained on the wash pad and does not have access to the storm drain. 

 
c. Never wash vehicles over or a storm drain. 

 
3. Clean Up 

 
a. Sweep wash areas after every washing to collect what solids can be collected to prevent 

them from washing down the drain system. 

 
b. Clean solids from the settling pits on an as needed basis. 
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WATER – Planned Waterline Excavation Repair/Replacement 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Determine where discharge flow will go. 

b. Place inlet protection at nearest downstream storm drain inlet. 

c. Clean Gutters leading to inlet. 

d. Isolate waterline to be worked on. 

e. Neutralize any chlorine residual before discharging water. 

2. Process 

a. Make efforts to keep water from pipeline from entering the excavation 

b. Direct any discharge to pre-determined area.  

c. Backfill and compact excavation. 

d. Remove excavated material and/or stock pile to approved area. 

3. Clean up 

a. Clear gutter/waterway where water flowed. 

b. Clean up all areas around excavation. 

4. Documentation 

a. Complete paperwork 
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WATER – Unplanned Waterline Excavation Repair/Replacement 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Protect storm drain inlets downstream of repair. 

2. Process 

a. Slow the discharge.   

b. Inspect flow path of discharged water. 

c. Repair/replace damaged water line. 

d. Back fill and compact back to grade. 

e. Remove excess excavated material to an approved location. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Repair eroded areas as needed 

b. Clean up the travel path of trucked excavated material 
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WATER – Transporting Dry Excavated Materials & Spoils 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Utilize truck with proper containment of materials. 

b. Determine disposal site of excavated materials. 

c. Determine a haul route. 

2. Process 

a. Load truck to appropriate level. 

b. Check truck after loading for possible spillage. 

c. Transport in a manner that will reduce spills & tracking 

d. Utilize one route for transporting. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Clean loading area. 

b. Clean transporting route. 

c. Wash off truck and other equipment in a designated wash area. 
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WATER – Transporting Wet Excavated Materials & Spoils 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Utilize truck with containment for material. 

b. Determine disposal site of excavated material. 

c.  Determine a haul route. 

2. Process 

a. Load truck in manner to minimize spillage & tracking of material. 

b. Check truck after loading for possible spillage. 

c. Transport in a manner that will reduce spills & tracking. 

d. Utilize one route of transport. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Clean loading area. 

b. Clean transporting route. 

c. Wash off truck and other equipment in a designated wash area. 
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WATER – Waterline Flushing for Routine Maintenance 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Determine flow path of discharge to drain inlet. 

b. Determine chlorine residual.   

c. Neutralize chlorine residual. 

2. Process 

a. Clean flow path. 

b. Protect inlet structures. 

c. If needed, use diffuser to dissipate pressure to reduce erosion possibilities. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Clean flow path. 

b. Remove inlet protection. 

4. Documentation 

a. Residual tests of discharge water. 
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WATER – Waterline Flushing after Construction/System Disinfection with 
Discharge to Storm Drain 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Determine chlorine content of discharged water, and select de-chlorination 
equipment to be used. 

b. Determine flow path of discharge. 

2. Process  

a. Protect inlets in flow path. 

b. Install de-chlorination equipment. 

c. Sweep and clean water flow path. 

d. Use diffuser in needed to reduce velocities. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Clean flow paths. 

b. Pick up inlet protection. 

4. Documentation 

a. Residual test of discharged water 
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WATER – Chemical Handling/Transporting and Spill Response 

 

1. Preparation 

a. Understand MSDS sheet for handling of product. 

b. Have necessary containment and spill kits at handling place. 

2. Process 

a. Begin transfer process. 

b. Discontinue operations if spills occur. 

c. Disconnect and store handling equipment. 

3. Clean-up 

a. Clean up spills with proper material. 

b. Dispose of contaminated material at appropriate facility. 

4. Documentation 

a. Report spills to Utah County 

1. Utah County dispatch   (801) 536-4123 
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BMP Fact Sheets 

 
See appendix A – Supplement Guide to Storm Water 

Management for Contractors 

Pages 12-18
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Process for including 

Water Quality in City Projects 

 
See 

 

CITY OF CEDAR HILLS DESIGN STANDARDS AND PUBLIC 

IMPROVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Storm water Technical Manual (2.7.6 9A) 
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WEEKLY VISUAL INSPECTION SOP 
 
PREPARATION 
 

 Identify “High Priority” facilities 

 Map of location 

 Become familiar with potential pollutants at the site 

 
 
PROCESS 
 

 Look for evidence of spills at the site 

 If a spill is found assess the general area to identify its source 

 Whenever possible take photographs of the suspected illicit discharge 

 
 
CLEAN-UP 
 

 Clean up spill immediately to prevent contact with precipitation or 

runoff 

 Initiate spill response 

 
 
DOCUMENTATION 
 

 Fill out Weekly High Priority Inspection Log for facility and mark that 

the weekly inspection has been completed 

 If a deficiency was found make note on the Weekly High Priority 

Inspection Log and fill out the Note Log for that particular facility 
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High Priority Facilities Weekly Inspection Report Form 
 

Facility Name 
Inspection 

Date 
Inspector 

Name 
Deficiency Identified Corrective Actions Taken 
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QUARTERLY COMPREHENSIVE INSPECTION SOP 
 
 
 
 
PREPARATION 
 

 Identify “High Priority” facilities 

 Map of location 

 Become familiar with potential pollutants at the site 

 
 
PROCESS 
 

 Look for evidence of spills at the site 

 If a spill is found assess the general area to identify its source 

 Whenever possible take photographs of the suspected illicit discharge 

 Inspect all waste storage areas and dumpsters 

 Inspect for leaks 

 have repairs made immediately by responsible party 

 Inspect vehicle maintenance and fueling areas 

 Look for pollutant generating areas and inspect 

 Material handling areas 

 Pollutant generating areas 

 Perform a Visual Observation of Storm Water Discharges at High-Priority 

Facilities (or four times during the wet season)  

 
 
CLEAN-UP 
 

 Clean up spill immediately to prevent contact with precipitation or runoff 

 Initiate spill response 

 
 
DOCUMENTATION 
 

 Fill out a quarterly comprehensive inspection sheet for each facility 

 Document the inspection was complete on the Quarterly Comprehensive 

Log sheet along with the date it was completed 
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VISUAL STORM WATER DISCHARGE EXAMINATION REPORT 
Quarterly 

Name of Examiner _____________________________ Permit No. UTR __________________________ 

Date of Examination: ___________________________  

Outfall location or ID number: ___________________________  

Nature of Discharge (i.e., runoff, land drain, irrigation or snowmelt) _____________________________ 

Type of Monitoring: 

  Dry Weather Screening 
         Date of last Rainfall Event:________________ 

  Storm Water Monitoring 
         Date of Rainfall Event:___________________ 
         Time of Event:_________________________ 
         Precipitation:__________________________ 

Visual Quality of Storm Water Discharge      (circle one) 

At Time of Sampling:                                                            After One Hour of Settling 

Color:  clear   brown   green   rust   other: ______    

Odor:    Yes / No 

Clarity:   

Floating Solids:  Yes / No 

Foam:  Yes / No 

Settled Solids: Yes / No 

Suspended Solids: Yes / No  

Oil Sheen: Yes / No 

Other obvious indicators of storm water pollution: ___________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Probable sources of any observed storm water contamination:  ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with 

a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of 
the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information 

submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for 

submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

 
Name of 

Examiner___________________________________Title______________________________ 

Signature____________________________________________Date_____________________ 
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VISUAL STORM WATER EXAMINATION SOP 

 
1. Preparation: 
  
 a.  Know the past and present weather conditions.  Conduct inspections during dry 
  weather periods. 
 b. Gather all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container, 
  clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera (optional). 
 c. Obtain maps showing outfall locations and identifiers. 
 d. Obtain outfall description and observations from previous inspections, so the 
  outfall can be  accurately identified and observations compared. 
 
2.  Process 
  
 a. Perform an inspection of each outfall at least once per year.  Whenever, possible 
  use the  same personnel for consistency in observations. 
 b.  Identify each outfall with a consistent and unique identifier. For example 
  “Howard Slough-#13”.  Use maps and previous inspection reports to confirm the 
  outfall identity and location. 
 c. If dry weather flow is present at the outfall, then document and evaluate the 
  discharge by completing the following steps:  
 
  1. Collect field samples for visual observations in a clean, clear container and in a 
   manner that avoids stirring  up sediment that might distort the 
observation.  
  2. Characterize and record observations on basic sensory and physical indicators 
   (e.g., outfall condition, flow, odor, color, oil sheen) on the Outfall 
   Inspection Form. 
 3. Compare observations to previous inspections. 
 4. If the flow does not appear to be an obvious illicit discharge (e.g., flow is clear, 
  odorless, etc.), attempt to identify the source of the flow (groundwater, 
  intermittent stream, etc.) 
 
 d. If an illicit discharge (such as raw sewage, petroleum products, paint, etc.) is 
  encountered or suspected, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - Tracing Illicit 
  Discharges. 
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QUARTERLY COMPREHENSIVE INSPECTIONS 

"High Priority" Facilities 
 
Qualified personnel shall conduct site compliance evaluations at appropriate intervals 
specified in the plan. 
 

Inspection Frequency:  □ Quarterly  
Date of Evaluation_______________________ 
 

Area Evaluated 

E
v
a
lu

a
te

d
 

Y
/N

 
M

a
in

te
n
. 

R
e
q
u
ir

e
d
 

Y
/N

 

Comments 

High Priority Facility - -  

Evidence of Spills?   List Pollutants: 

     If spill was it cleaned up?    

Any identified deficiencies?    

     Waste Storage Areas    

     Dumpsters    

     Vehicle & Equipment Maint. areas    

     Vehicle & Equipment fueling areas    

     Material handling areas    

     Pollutant generating areas    

    

    

 
This report shall be made and retained as part of the Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
 
I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in 
accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information 
submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for 
gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. 
I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and 
imprisonment for knowing violations. 
 

Name of Examiner____________________________ Title______________________________ 
 
Signature____________________________________Date_____________________________ 
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SWPPP Inspection Checklist 

 

Pre-inspection Items 

 Contact Site Superintendent or Project Manager 

 Review previous inspections – are there reoccurring problems? 

 Proper equipment 

o Hard hat 

o Vest 

o Safety shoes 

o Safety glasses 

o Camera 

o GPS unit? 

o Inspector credentials 

On-Site before inspecting 

 Review SWPPP – updates and changes 

 Review any specific concerns 

 Check contractors inspection forms/issues 

Inspection 

 Use State Form – keep notes 

 Check outfalls 

 Check perimeter control 

 Check entrances/exits 

 Check erosion control BMPs 

 Check sediment control BMPs 

 Check for mud tracking 

 Check stockpile/storage areas 

 Check staging areas 

 Take photos (only uncorrected violations) 

 Keep photo log  

 Review findings with superintendent/project manager 

Post Inspection 

 Review form, complete and clarify as needed 

 File inspection form and photos 

 Send copy of form to State – can be done monthly 
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Inventory of City-operated 

Facilities and Storm Water Controls 

 

Facility Control Location 
High 

Priority? 
Notes 

Golf Course Golf Director 10640 N Club House Dr.     

Cart Barn     No Cart Batteries, No SS drain 

Club House     No Sanitary Sewer drain 

Grounds     No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Maintenance      Yes Fuel, oils, chemicals, No SS drains 

Landscaped 
Retention Basins 

Contract (Chris 
Wilkinson’s)       

Canyon Heights    Canyon Heights Drive No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Cedar Hills   Cedar Hills Drive No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Cedar Run   Cedar Run Circle No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Redwood   Redwood Drive No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Silver Lake   Silver Lake Drive No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Timpanogos   Timpanogos Cove No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Valley View   Valley View Drive No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Parks 
Contract (Chris 
Wilkinson’s)       

Cedar Run  Cedar Run Circle No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Doral   10444 N Doral No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Heritage   4450 W Cedar Hills No SS drain/Restrooms, grass maint. 

Heiselt's Hollow   3955 W Cedar Hills No SS drain/Restrooms, grass maint. 

Mesquite   10440 N Mesquite No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Pine Hollow   8975 N Pine Hollow No No SS drain, grass maintenance 

Sunset   9814 N Dorchester No SS drain/Restrooms, grass maint. 

Timpanogos   9508 N Timp Cove No SS drain/Restrooms, grass maint. 

Public Safety 
Building PW Director 

3925 W Cedar Hills 
Drive No 

SS drain, offices, only equipment and 
supply storage 

Public Works/City 
Office Building PW Director 10246 N Canyon Road Yes 

SS drain, offices, equipment and 
supply storage 

Recreation Center PW Director 10640 N Club House Dr. No SS drain, offices, grill, events room 

BoosterPumpHouse PW Director 10300 N Bayhill No No SS drain, culinary water only 

Cottonwood Well PW Director 10405 N Cottonwood No No SS drain, culinary water only 

Harvey Well PW Director 9980 N 4500 W No No SS drain, culinary water only 

Lower Tank PW Director Heiselt's Hollow No No SS drain, culinary water only 

PI Storage Tank PW Director Sage Vista Lane No No SS drain, irrigation water only 

Upper Tank PW Director Sage Vista Lane No No SS drain, culinary water only 
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Floor Drain Inventory 

 
 

 

Booster Station/Restroom Building- Bayhill: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Parks-Heiselt’s Hollow Restroom Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Parks- Heritage Restroom Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Parks- Mesquite Restroom Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Parks- Sunset Restroom Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Parks- Timp Cove Restroom Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Public Safety Building: All floor drains and grease interceptor discharge to sewer; Maintenance 

Bay: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Public Works/ City Office Building: All floor drains and grease interceptor discharge to sewer; 

Maintenance Bay: All floor drains are capped 

Recreation Center/Golf Clubhouse: All floor drains and grease interceptor discharge to sewer 

Well- Cottonwood Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 

Well- Harvey Building: All floor drains discharge to sewer 
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APPENDIX C 

IDDE PROGRAM 

 

 

 

 
 IDDE Procedures/SOP's 

 Flow chart 

 Incoming Call Report Form 

 Spill Response Procedure 

 Spill Response Report Form 

 Dry Weather Screening 

 Illicit Discharge Inspection Form
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IDDE SOPs 

Standard Operating Procedures 

 

 
 

IDDE - Call-in Inspections  

IDDE - Opportunistic Illicit Discharge Observation  

IDDE - Outfall Inspections  

IDDE - Removing Illicit Discharges  

IDDE - Tracing Illicit Discharges  
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IDDE - Call-in Inspections 

 
1. Preparation 
 
 a. Have a system in place to receive phone calls and collect information regarding suspected 

illicit discharges. 
 
2. Process 
 
 a. Use the Incident Tracking Sheet to collect the appropriate information from the caller. 

Then, transfer the Incident Tracking Sheet to the proper authority (i.e. department head, 
storm water specialist, construction inspector, code enforcement officer, or other assigned 
personnel). 

 

 b. Promptly investigate reported incidents. 
 
 c. If an illicit discharge of unknown source is confirmed, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - 

Tracing Illicit Discharges. 
 
 d. If an illicit discharge known source is confirmed, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - 

Removing Illicit Discharges. 
 
3. Clean  up 
 
 a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as applicable.  Follow relevant 

SOPs. 
 
4. Documentation 
 
  a. File all completed forms (i.e. incident tracking, catch basins cleaning, storm drain cleaning. 
 
  b. Document any further action taken. 
 
  c. Review incidents reported by citizens on an annual basis to look for  patterns of illicit 

discharges and to evaluate the call-in inspection program. 
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IDDE - Opportunistic Illicit Discharge Observation 

 
1.  Preparation 
 
 a.  Be alert for potential illicit discharges to the municipal storm water system while going about 

normal work activities. 
 
2. Process 
 
 a. Call the appropriate authority (department head, storm water specialist, building    
  inspector, code enforcement officer or a supervisor) if you see evidence of an illicit 
  discharge. 
 
  b. Assess the general area of the illicit discharge to see if you can identify its source.  
 
  c. Whenever possible, take photographs of the suspected illicit discharge. 
 
 d. Responding storm water department personnel or code enforcement officer will 

 complete the following: 
 

1. Use the IDDE Incident Tracking Sheet to document observations. 
2. Obtain sample for visual observation and complete an Outfall Inspection Form, if 

applicable. 
3. Follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - Tracing Illicit Discharges. 

 
3. Clean-up 
 
  a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as needed.  Follow relevant 
   SOPs. 
 
4. Documentation 
 
 a. File all completed forms (Incident Tracking Form, Outfall Inspection Form, Catch Basin 
  Cleaning Form and Storm Drain Cleaning Log). 
 
 b. Document any further action taken. 
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IDDE - Outfall Inspections 

 

1. Preparation: 

 a.  Know the past and present weather conditions.  Conduct inspections during dry 

  weather periods. 

 b. Gather all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container, 

  clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera (optional). 

 c. Obtain maps showing outfall locations and identifiers. 

 d. Obtain outfall description and observations from previous inspections, so the 

  outfall can be  accurately identified and observations compared. 

 

2.  Process 

 a. Perform an inspection of each outfall at least once per year.  Whenever, possible 

  use the  same personnel for consistency in observations. 

 b.  Identify each outfall with a consistent and unique identifier. For example 

  “Howard Slough-#13”.  Use maps and previous inspection reports to confirm the 

  outfall identity and location. 

 c. If dry weather flow is present at the outfall, then document and evaluate the 

  discharge by completing the following steps:  

 

  1. Collect field samples for visual observations in a clean, clear container and in a 

   manner that avoids stirring  up sediment that might distort the observation.  

  2. Characterize and record observations on basic sensory and physical indicators 

   (e.g., outfall condition, flow, odor, color, oil sheen) on the Outfall 

   Inspection Form. 

 3. Compare observations to previous inspections. 

 4. If the flow does not appear to be an obvious illicit discharge (e.g., flow is clear, 

  odorless, etc.), attempt to identify the source of the flow (groundwater, 

  intermittent stream, etc.) 

 

 d. If an illicit discharge (such as raw sewage, petroleum products, paint, etc.) is 

  encountered or suspected, follow the procedure of SOP IDDE - Tracing Illicit 

  Discharges. 

 

3. Cleanup - as necessary 

 

4.   Documentation 

 a. File completed outfall inspection forms. 

 b. Update maps if new outfalls are observed and inspected. 
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IDDE - Removing Illicit Discharges 

 
1.  Preparation 
 
 a.   Obtain available property ownership information for the source of the illicit 

discharge. 
 
2.      Process 
 
 a.   Determine who is financially responsible; and follow associated procedures as given 

below. 
 
  For Private Property Owner: 
   Contact Owner, 
   Issue Notice of Violation for violations of the municipal ordinance, and 
   Determine schedule for removal. 
 
  For Municipal Facility: 
   Notify appropriate municipal authority or department head, 
   Schedule removal, and 
   Remove illicit connection. 
 
 b.   Suspend access to storm drain if threats of serious physical harm to humans or the 
  environment are possible. 
 
 c.   Direct responsible party to initiate repairs/corrections/cleanup.  Coordinate with 
  enforcement official for escalating penalties in accordance with the municipal 

ordinance. 
 
 d.   Repair/correct cause of discharge if municipality is responsible.  Schedule the work 

through 
  the appropriate municipal authority or department head..   
 
 e.   Seek technical assistance from the Weber-Morgan Health Department or Utah 

Department 
  of Water Quality, if needed. 
 
3. Clean up 
 
 a.    Confirm illicit discharge is removed or eliminated by follow-up inspection. 
 
4.  Documentation 
 
 a.     Maintain records of notice of violation and penalties. 
 
 b.     Document repairs, corrections, and any other actions required. 
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IDDE - Tracing Illicit Discharges  

1.   Preparation 
 

a.     Review / consider information collected when illicit discharge was initially 
identified and document using Incident Tracking Form or Outfall Inspection 
Form. 

 
b. Obtain storm drain mapping for the area of the reported illicit discharge. 
 
c. Gather all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container, 

clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera (optional). 
 

2.    Process 
 

a. Survey the general area / surrounding properties to identify potential sources 
of the illicit discharge as a first step. 

 
b. Trace illicit discharges using visual inspections of upstream points as a second 

step.  Use available mapping to identify tributary pipes, catch basins, etc. 
 
c. If the source of the illicit discharge cannot be determined by a survey of the 

area or observation of the storm drain system, then consider the following 
additional steps: 

 
1. Use weirs, sandbags, dams, or optical brightener monitoring traps to 

collect or pool intermittent discharges during dry weather. 
 
2. Smoke test or televise the storm drain system to trace high priority, 

difficult to detect illicit discharges. 
 
3. Dye test individual discharge points within suspected buildings. 
 
4. Consider collecting bacterial samples of flowing discharges to 

confirm/refute illicit discharge. 
 
d. If the source is located, follow SOP IDDE - Removing Illicit Discharges. 
 
e. If the source cannot be found, add the location to a future inspection 

program. 
 
3.     Clean up 

 
a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as applicable.  

Follow relevant SOPs. 
4. Documentation 

 
a. Document tracing results for future reference. 
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INCIDENT RESPONCE FLOW CHART 

CITY of CEDAR HILLS 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Spill Call: 
Fill out IDDE incoming call 

report form 

Public Works 

Phone #: (801) 420-2243 

Call Both 
Health Department 

Phone #: (801) 851-7503 
 

Fire Department 
Phone #: (801) 763-5365 

 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 

N
o 

No 

N
o 

Public Works to follow 
IDDE SOP 

Fill out Spill Response 

Report form 

Health Department and Fire 
Department to follow their 

prescribed procedures 

Is the 

 spill amount large? 

Is the 

 substance hazardous? 

Did illicit 
 discharge enter the storm 

drain system, lake or 
stream? 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 
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IDDE INCOMING CALL REPORT FORM 

(For Phone Operator) 

 

Date of Illicit Discharge____________________________ Time _________ 

Duration________ 

Address of Discharge           

Name of person discharging (If applicable)        

Name & phone number of person making the call       

Chemical name or identity of any substance involved in the release   ____   

________________________________________________________________________

Is substance hazardous?    __          

Estimate of Quantity Spilled? 

_____________________________________________________  

Did the illicit discharge enter a waterbody? (Lake or Stream) 

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________ ____________________________________ 

Did the illicit discharge enter the storm drain system? (Manhole or storm drain pipe)   

Yes    No Any known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks for exposed 

individuals associated with the emergency spill: 

_____________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

See Illicit Discharge determination form 
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Spill/Dumping Response Plan (S.O.P) 
 
 
 

Follow these steps if a spill occurs: 
 

1. Stop source 

2. Contain Spill 

3. Call Supervisor 

4. Identify substance 

5. Quantify spill 

6. Did spill leave the site? 

7. Call Utah County Storm Water Hotline (801-851-7873) 

8. Call County Health Department (801-851-7503) 

9. Call State Environmental Emergency Response (801-536-4123)  

10. Cleanup & dispose 

11. Document 

(Use Spill Response Report from SWPPP Appendix C) 
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SPILL/DUMPING RESPONSE REPORT FORM 

(For Public Works Crew) 

 

Date of Spill_________________________________ Time _________ 

Duration____________ 

Chemical name or identity of any substance involved in the release 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Is it a hazardous substance? 

______________________________________________________ 

Estimate of Quantity 

Spilled______________________________________________________ 

Who Responded? 

______________________________________________________________ 

Cleaning Method 

Used__________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Any Discharge to Storm Drain? 

____________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Any known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks for exposed individuals 

associated with the emergency spill: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

Where proper precautions taken, including evacuation, if necessary? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Was Spill Reported to the State?    Yes    No 
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DRY WEATHER SCREENING AND 
VISUAL STORM WATER DISCHARGE EXAMINATION REPORT 

 
Name of Examiner _____________________________ Permit No. UTR __________________________ 

Date of Examination: ___________________________  

Outfall location or ID number: ___________________________  

Nature of Discharge (i.e., runoff, land drain, irrigation or snowmelt) _____________________________ 

Type of Monitoring: 

  Dry Weather Screening 
         Date of last Rainfall Event:________________ 

  Storm Water Monitoring 
         Date of Rainfall Event:___________________ 
         Time of Event:_________________________ 
         Precipitation:__________________________ 

 

Visual Quality of Storm Water Discharge      (circle one) 

At Time of Sampling:                                                            After One Hour of Settling 

Color:  clear   brown   green   rust   other: ______    

Odor:    Yes / No 

Clarity:   

Floating Solids:  Yes / No 

Foam:  Yes / No 

Settled Solids: Yes / No 

Suspended Solids: Yes / No  

Oil Sheen: Yes / No 

Other obvious indicators of storm water pollution: ___________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Probable sources of any observed storm water contamination:  ________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or 

supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered 

and evaluated the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the 

system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, 

to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant 

penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing 

violations. 

 
Name of Examiner____________________________________ Title______________________________ 

Signature____________________________________________Date_____________________________ 
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ILLICIT DISCHARGE INSPECTION FORM 

 
 

Source 
Description 

Date 
became 
aware of 

illicit 
discharge 

Date 
Investigation 

initiated 

Date the 
discharge 

was 
observed 

Location of 
the 

discharge 

Description 
of 

discharge 
(substance) 

Method of 
discovery 

Date of 
removal, 
repair, or 

enforcement 

Date and 
method of 

removal 
verification 
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APPENDIX D 

DOCUMENTATION 

 

 

 
 Justification for Changes 

 BMP Performance Recording Forms 

 Enforcement Actions 

 Training Schedule 

 Training Log 

 Privately Owned Storm Water Systems Inventory 

 Privately Owned Storm Water System Inspection 

 Inspection Log 

 Construction Document Log 

 Decision Making Process Elements 

 Program Evaluation Forms 

 Annual Reports 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGES 

 

Updating Storm Water Management Program:  Updates to the Storm Water Management 

Program must be done in accordance with Section 4.4 of the MS4 Permit with the following 

information submitted to the State.   

BMP Name: ___________________________________________________ 

BMP Description: _______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Explanation of ineffectiveness or infeasibility _________________________________________ 

Affected Goal___________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Replacement BMP Name: ________________________________________ 

Replacement BMP Description: ____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Anticipated Effectiveness/feasiblitiy_________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysis of Replacement BMP: ____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

See attachments:  •   Old BMP Fact Sheets  

•   Effectiveness Data  

•   Replacement Fact Sheet  

•   Anticipated Effectiveness Data  

•   Analysis Information 

Certification and Signature. (6.8.3) (by Principal Executive Officer or Ranking Elected Official)   

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my 

direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel 

properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of the person or 

persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the 

information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, 

and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, 

including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

 

___________________________________________  
MS4 Name 

 

___________________________________________  

Print name 

 

___________________________________________________________  

Signature        Date 
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JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGES 

 

Updating Storm Water Management Program:  Updates to the Storm Water Management 

Program must be done in accordance with Section 4.4 of the MS4 Permit with the following 

information submitted to the State.   

 

BMP Name: _See Attached__________________________________________________ 

BMP Description: _______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Explanation of ineffectiveness or infeasibility _None____________________________________ 

Affected Goal   None_____________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Replacement BMP Name: __None___________________________________ 

Replacement BMP Description: ___None_____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Anticipated Effectiveness/feasiblitiy_________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Analysis of Replacement BMP: ____________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

See attachments:  •   Old BMP Fact Sheets  

•   Effectiveness Data  

•   Replacement Fact Sheet  

•   Anticipated Effectiveness Data  

•   Analysis Information 

Certification and Signature. (6.8.3) (by Principal Executive Officer or Ranking Elected Official)   

I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my 

direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel 

properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of the person or 

persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the 

information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, 

and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, 

including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 

 

___________________________________________  
MS4 Name 

 

___________________________________________  

Print name 

 

________________________________________________________ 

Signature        Date 
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STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2015 

Justification for Changes 

 

 

The City of Cedar Hills has reviewed their current Storm Water Management Plan 

(SWMP) as part of the renewal process for a Small MS4 General UPDES Permit. 

A number of changes have been made in the appendices. These changes involve standard 

operating procedures, documentation and forms. Language changes have been made to 

clarify and expand the illicit discharge, training, education, and post construction 

programs. 

No BMPs have been removed from the current program. A few of the prior BMPs have 

had additional language inserted to expand coverage, such as in the education of multiple 

target audiences. New BMPs have been added to help schedule programs, such as 

evaluating and retrofitting post construction BMPs as needed. 

The City of Cedar Hills is confident that the recently updated SWMP as submitted will 

improve storm water management within its jurisdiction. 
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BMP PERFORMANCE RECORDING FORMS 

 
APPENDIX D, BMP PERFORMANCE RECORDING FORMS contains blank forms 

upon which performance towards those BMPs that will be performed by Cedar Hills City 

employees can be recorded. 

 

Timely recording of BMP activities on the forms will help create an accurate record of 

performance towards BMP goals, and will facilitate compilation of the annual report to 

the State.
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
1.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1:  PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON 

STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Distribute informational and 

educational materials in 

utility billing, multimedia 

and on City web site. 

Educational materials 

promote public 

awareness of storm 

water issues. 

Include materials in 

mailing two times per 

year 

 

December 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

We all live downstream  (Mailing / Web Site) __________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

 
1.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1:  PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON 

STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B.  Distribute water 

conservation information with 

utility billings and multimedia 

during summer months 

Reducing excess runoff 

From landscaped areas 

may reduce the carry 

of lawn chemicals, 

nutrients and sediment 

to the storm drainage 

system 

Include materials in 

billings two times per 

year 

March – August 

2003 and each 

year thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

Water Conservation (Mail and Web Site) ______________________________              

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
1.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1:  PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON 

STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C.  Enact graduated culinary 

water rates to encourage 

conservation 

Reducing excess runoff 

from landscaped areas 

may reduce the carry 

of lawn chemicals, 

nutrients and sediments 

to the storm drainage 

system 

Adopt ordinance 

containing graduated 

culinary water rates 

April 2003 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
1.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1:  PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON 

STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D.  Participate with the Utah 

County Storm Water Coalition 

The Utah County 

Storm Water program 

contains BMPs in 

behalf of the City  

Document the 

information and results 

from coalition 

activities 

See Utah County 

Storm Water 

Management 

Program 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
1.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #1:  PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ON 

STORM WATER IMPACTS 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E.  Document overland 

overflowing of irrigation water 

on residential and commercial 

properties 

Data will indicate 

public awareness of 

storm water issues 

Complete inspection 

two times per year 

2011 

 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

 
2.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Assist Advisory Committee 

to implement the SWMP 

This provides an 

opportunity for public 

involvement and input 

on the SWMP 

Annual review 

 

 

March 2004 – 

April 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
2.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT  

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B. Review SWMP in a public 

meeting at the time of 

adoption 

 

This facilitates public 

involvement in the 

SWMP 

 July 2016 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
2.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT  

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C. Sponsor storm drain inlet 

decal marking 

Marking the inlets will 

increase public 

awareness of storm 

water contamination 

potential 

Document who sets the 

decals and the number 

of decals set 

 

August 2004; 

ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
2.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D. Sponsor community clean-

up and other service 

opportunities 

During clean-up 

projects, volunteers 

collect and dispose of 

debris that might 

otherwise enter the 

storm water system 

 

Sponsor at least one 

time per year – 

Document dates and 

locations 

May 2003; 

annually 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
2.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #2:  PUBLIC PARTICIPATION/INVOLVEMENT 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E.  Participate with the Utah 

County Storm Water 

Coalition  

 

 

 

The Utah County 

Storm Water 

Management Program 

developed by the Utah 

County Storm Water 

Coalition contains  

BMPs in behalf of the 

City 

Document the 

information and results 

from coalition 

activities 

See Utah County 

Storm Water 

Management 

Program 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 
 

 
3.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Map the Storm Drainage 

System and track the 

number / type of spills and 

illicit discharges identified 

Mapping a system is 

essential to effectively 

managing it 

Publish Storm 

Drainage System map 

and review annually 

September 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B. Develop an ordinance 

regulating storm drainage 

(Ord. Title 7 Ch. 3 Article 

A) 

 

 

 

An ordinance gives 

legislative authority to 

require that the 

quantity and quality of 

storm water discharge 

be regulated 

Adopt ordinance 

regulating storm 

drainage and review 

annually 

November 2005 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C. Inspect outfalls during dry 

weather periods to identify 

non-storm water discharges 

 

 

Inspections of outfalls 

when there should be 

no discharge may help 

identify illicit 

discharges 

Document inspection 

of outfalls once during 

the 5-year permit term 

August 2004; 

annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D. Inspect the storm drainage 

system 

 

 

 

Inspections of the system 

may help identify materials 

that should not be present in 

the system, after which their 

source may be identified 

Document annual 

inspection of storm 

drainage system 

annually 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E. Provide sanitary sewer to 

areas having septic systems 

and connect them to the 

sanitary sewer 

 

Eliminating septic 

systems may result in 

pollution resulting in 

failure of the septic 

systems. 

Construct sewer 

improvements per 

capital improvement 

plan 

Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

3.   MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

F. Provide educational material 

explaining the harmful 

effects of illicit discharges 

 

Awareness of the 

serious impacts of 

illicit discharges may 

reduce illicit 

discharges 

Document violations 

and note changes, 

review annually 

Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

3.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

G. Promote and provide services 

for the collection of household 

hazardous waste with the 

assistance of the Utah County 

Storm Water Coalition 

 

Eliminate improper 

disposal of hazardous 

household waste 

 

Provide services 

annually  

 

Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

3.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #3:  ILLICIT DISCHARGE DETECTION AND 

ELIMINATION 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

H. Training of all staff including 

all contracted staff (LPFD, 

landscape Co.) 

 

IDDE program 

including 

identification, 

investigation, 

termination, cleanup, 

and reporting of illicit 

discharges including 

spills, improper 

disposal, and illicit 

connections. 

Annually Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Develop an ordinance 

regulating construction site 

storm drainage 

 

An ordinance gives 

legislative authority to 

require that storm 

water discharge be 

regulated with the use 

of erosion and 

sediment control 

practices at 

construction sites 

Update ordinance 

regulating construction 

site storm drainage 

2018 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B. Develop drainage design 

guidelines 

These will contain the 

technical part of the 

storm water regulations 

Publish drainage 

design guideline 

document 

March 2004 – 

September 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C. Develop a set of 

standard BMPs 

Standardized BMPs for 

use during and after 

construction will 

facilitate 

implementation 

Add BMPs to 

construction standards 

document 

March 2004 – 

September 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D. Require that land 

developers provide a 

SWPPP to adequately 

address storm water 

quality in their 

development plans and 

maintain coverage under 

the current UPDES 

Storm Water General 

Permits for Construction 

Activities for the 

duration of the project 

Planning adequate 

measures to mitigate 

storm water pollution 

during the land 

development should 

reduce pollution 

Add Construction Site 

Storm Water Pollution 

Prevention Plan  to 

submittal requirements 

and verify UPDES 

permit coverage has 

been established 

November 2005 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E. Review Construction 

Site Storm Water 

Management Plan with 

contractors during 

preconstruction meeting 

This encourages 

contractors to 

implement and 

maintain the required 

BMPs 

Record and file 

minutes of 

preconstruction 

meetings 

In place 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

F. Inspect construction sites 

to verify that storm 

water pollution 

prevention measures are 

adequate 

Inspection is often 

necessary to achieve 

successful storm water 

pollution prevention 

1.  Contract inspection 

with inspection firm 

2.  Conduct annual 

training meeting with 

inspectors 

1. In place 

 

2. February 2005; 

annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
4.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #4:  CONSTRUCTION SITE RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

G. Conduct inspection of 

developments to verify 

streets and storm 

drainage facilities are 

clean before final 

acceptance 

This encourages 

developers to maintain 

good pollution 

prevention measures 

and requires them to 

clean up any problems 

that have occurred 

Adopt ordinance 

allowing the City to 

hold bond money until 

streets and storm 

drainage facilities are 

clean 

In place 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Develop and maintain an 

ordinance regulating post 

construction site storm 

drainage 

 

An ordinance gives 

legislative authority to 

require that storm 

water discharge be 

regulated and inspected 

by Permittee 

Adopt ordinance 

regulating post 

construction site storm 

drainage 

2020 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B. Develop a set of standard 

BMPs 

Standardized BMPs for 

use during and after 

construction will 

facilitate their 

implementation 

Add BMPs to 

construction standards 

document 

March 2004- 

September 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C. Require that land 

developers/site owners 

create commercial/PUD 

operation and maintenance 

plans adequately addressing 

storm water runoff concerns 

Requiring that site 

owners adequately 

address storm water 

quality should reduce 

pollution 

Add commercial/PUD 

operation and 

maintenance plans to 

development submittal 

requirements 

March 2004 – 

September 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D. Inspect installation of post 

construction BMPs 

Inspection is often 

necessary to achieve 

successful storm water 

pollution prevention 

1.  Contract inspection 

with inspection firm 

2.  Conduct annual 

training meeting with 

inspectors 

1.  In place 

 

2.  February 

2005;  annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E. Conduct inspection of post 

construction sites  

once every five years 

Inspection of post 

construction BMPs  are 

necessary to ensure 

that adequate 

maintenance is being 

performed to achieve 

continued storm water 

pollution prevention 

1.  During durability 

period, contract 

inspections with 

inspection firm  

2.  After durability 

period, document 

inspections  

1.  In place 

 

 

 

2. July 2016: 

Inspect once 

every 5 years 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

F. Adopt narrower street cross 

section and encourage other 

LID techniques  

A narrower street cross 

section should reduce 

runoff 

Add narrower street 

cross section to 

construction standards 

March 2004 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
5.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #5:  POST CONSTRUCTION RUNOFF CONTROL 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

G. Develop a plan to retrofit 

sites that are adversely 

impacting water quality 

New materials and/or 

methods may help 

reduce storm water 

pollution 

retrofit plan 

implemented 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

 
6.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD 

HOUSEKEEPING 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

A. Sweep streets and parking 

lots 

Cleaning materials 

from street and parking 

lot surfaces keeps it out 

of the storm drainage 

system 

Sweep all streets and 

parking lots semi-

annually 

 

 

April 2003; 

semi-annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
6.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD 

HOUSEKEEPING 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

B. Inspect City owned 

facilities as required. 

(see 4.2.6.5.1) 

 

 

 

 

Inspections of the facilities 

may help identify materials 

that should not be present 

 

Review reports for 

number of 

deficiencies and 

evaluate 

Weekly, 

Quarterly, 

Annually 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
6.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD 

HOUSEKEEPING 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

C. Review storm drainage 

related procedures (SOPs) 

with Public Works Staff 

Such training should 

result in better storm 

water  pollution 

prevention by public 

employees 

Discuss procedures in 

annual training 

meeting 

February 2005; 

annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
6.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD 

HOUSEKEEPING 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

D. Appropriately dispose of 

municipal vehicle waste 

Contracting with a 

company specializing in 

waste disposal should keep 

vehicle waste out of the 

storm drainage system 

Maintain 

outsourced disposal 

for vehicle waste 

Ongoing 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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BMP REQUIREMENTS 

 
6.  MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURE #6:  POLLUTION PREVENTION/GOOD 

HOUSEKEEPING 

 

 

Best Management Practice 

 

Justification 
Measurable Goal 

Implementation 

Schedule 

E. Submit annual report to the 

Utah Department of 

Environmental Quality 

Annual report is 

requirement of permit 

Submit report October 2004; 

annually 

thereafter 

 

 

PERFORMANCE 

 DATE 

ACTIVITY CONDUCTED CONDUCTED 

 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________ ____________ 

 

OTHER DOCUMENTATION 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Log of Enforcement Actions 

 
Date  Description of Action 

 
Signature 
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TRAINING SCHEDULE 
Training Topic Who How Often Paragraph 

-Low impact development 

-Green infrastructure Practices 

-Post construction practices 

-BMP’s chose in the swmp 

-Mirror Pre-Development Hydrology 

-MS4 Engineers 

-Development and plan review staff, 

-Land use planners 

-Others 

As applicable 4.2.1.6 

4.2.5 

IDDE Program 

  -Identification 

  -Investigation 

  -Termination 

  -Cleanup 

  -Reporting 

  -How to identify a spill 

  -Improper disposal 

-All field staff 

-Office personnel 

-Contracted Staff 

Upon hire 

Annually 

4.2.3.11 

4.2.1.5 

-Implementing a construction storm water 

program 

-Permitting 

-Plan review 

-Construction site inspections 

-Enforcement 

Staff with following responsibilities: 

  -Implementing the construction storm water 

program 

  -Permitting 

  -Plan review 

  -Construction site inspections 

  -Enforcement 

-Third party inspectors 

Annually 4.2.4.5 

Fundamentals of long-term storm water 

management through the use of structure 

and non-structural BMPs. 

All staff & contracted staff involved 

  -In post-construction storm water 

management 

  -Planning and review 

  -Inspections and enforcement 

 

Annually 4.2.5.6 

Preventing or reducing pollutant runoff 

from all Permittee owned or operated 

facilities 

-All staff & contracted staff Not specified 4.2.6 

Use, storage, and disposal of chemicals  -Those responsible for handling chemicals Not specified 4.2.6.4.1 

-Importance of protecting water quality 

-Requirements of SWMP permit 

-Operation and maintenance requirements 

-inspection procedures, 

-Ways to perform their job activities to 

prevent or minimize impacts to water 

quality 

-SOP’s for the various Permittee-owned 

facilities 

-Procedures for reporting water quality 

concerns; including potential illicit 

discharges 

-Changes in procedures 

All employees who have primary 

construction, operation, or maintenance job 

functions that are likely to impact storm 

water quality 

Annually 4.2.6.9 

Illicit Discharge/Waste Disposal 

- Equipment inspection 

- Storage of industrial materials 

- Disposal of waste 

- Management of dumpsters 

- Minimizing Salt/De-icing 

- On-site infiltration 

- Maintenance of parking lots 

Employees of owned or operated facilities Not specified 4.2.1.5 
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Training Log 
 

Date of 
Training 

Description of Training 
 

Signature 
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Privately Owned Storm Water Systems Inventory 
 

 

Cedar Hills Retail building A & B 

Cedar Hills MSL, LLC (Charleston) 

Harts Gas and Food 

JP Morgan Chase Bank 

Lexington Heights Dental 

McDonalds 

Walmart Supercenter 

Avanyu HOA 

Bridgestone HOA 

Temple Shadows HOA 

Cedar Ridge Elementary 

Deerfield Elementary 

Renaissance HOA – 2 Retention Basins w/Sumps 

Cottages at Canyon Heights – 2 Retention Basins w/ 14’ Sumps (Cedar Hills Streets; HOA 

Storm Drain and owner of property with no easement) 
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Privately Owned Storm Sewer Systems Inspection 
(New Form 2016) 

 
Qualified personnel shall conduct site compliance evaluations at appropriate intervals 
specified in the plan.  
 

Inspection Frequency: Once every five years   
Project location ________________________ Date of evaluation___________________  
Ownership information name, address, phone number____________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Area Evaluated 

E
v
a
lu

a
te

d
 

Y
/N

 
M

a
in

te
n
. 

R
e
q
u
ir

e
d
 

Y
/N

 

Comments 

Condition of Storm Water Control Measures - -  

Vegetation and soils    

Inlet/outlet channels and structures    
  Sediment and debris accumulation    

  
 

Catch basins    

Spillways         

Weirs         

Other control structures         

Storage-retention basins/chambers    
  Sediment and debris accumulation  

  
 

         

    

    

    

 
This report shall be made and retained as part of the Long Term Storm Water 
Management (Small MS4 General UPDES Permit 4.2.5.) 
 
I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in 
accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information 
submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for 
gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. 
I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and 
imprisonment for knowing violations. 

 
Name of Examiner____________________________ Title______________________________ 
 
Signature____________________________________Date_____________________________ 
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Inspection Log 

 
Date of 

Inspection 
Description of Inspection 

 
Signature 
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Construction Document Log 
 

Date  Description of Information Provided 
 

Signature 
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Storm Water Management Program 
Minimum Control Measures 

Evaluation Process 
City of Cedar Hills 

 
Decision Making Process Elements 
 

1. Assess the general success of each Minimum Control Measure. 

a.   Are residents more aware of and implementing the Storm Water 

Management Program (SWMP)?  

b.   Are businesses, institutions and commercial facilities more aware of and 

implementing the SWMP?  

c.   Are developers and contractors more aware of and implementing the SWMP?  

d.   Are industrial facilities more aware of and implementing the SWMP? Are 

Industrial facilities maintaining their Sector P requirements?  

2. Review target pollutants and pollutant sources for each MCM. 

  a.   Are they still valid? 

  b.   Should they be modified? 

3. Review the measurable goals associated with each MCM. 

  a.   Has the goal been achieved? 

  b.   If goals have not been achieved, why not? 

  c.   Revise goals as necessary to improve the MCM.   

4. Identify and review best management practices (BMPs) associated each MCM. 

  a.   Has the BMP been implemented?  

  b.   Has the objective of the BMP been achieved?  

  c.   Should the BMP be revised or discontinued? 

 
Note: The above process should be used, annually, for each MCM and BMP associated with the Storm water Management Plan. 
Use the “Evaluation and Documentation” form. 
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Annual Reports 
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APPENDIX E 

CITY ORDINANCES 
 
 
 
 

 Adoption of the Storm Water Management Program 

 Storm Sewer Utility 

 Storm Drainage Ordinance 
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APPENDIX F 

 STATE/CITY PERMITS  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 EPA Phase II Rule 

 Small MS4 General UPDES Permit 
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EPA STORM WATER PHASE II RULE 
 

The following pages contain the regulatory text of the EPA Phase II Rule for each of the six 

minimum control measures and guidance from the EPA on satisfying the requirements of each.  

This information was taken directly from the EPA web site 

(http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/menuofbmps/menu.cfm). 

1. Minimum Control Measure #1 

Public Education & Outreach on Storm Water Impacts  

Regulatory Text 

You must implement a public education program to distribute educational materials 

to the community or conduct equivalent outreach activities about the impacts of storm 

water discharges on water bodies and the steps that the public can take to reduce 

pollutants in storm water runoff. 

EPA Guidance 

You may use storm water educational materials provided by your state; tribe; EPA; 

environmental, public interest, or trade organizations; or other MS4s. The public 

education program should inform individuals and households about the steps they can 

take to reduce storm water pollution, such as ensuring proper septic system 

maintenance, ensuring the proper use and disposal of landscape and garden chemicals 

including fertilizers and pesticides, protecting and restoring riparian vegetation, and 

properly disposing of used motor oil and household hazardous wastes. EPA 

recommends that the program inform individuals and groups how to become involved 

in local stream and beach restoration activities, as well as activities that are 

coordinated by youth service and conservation corps or other citizen groups. EPA 

recommends that the public education program be tailored, using a mix of locally 

appropriate strategies, to target specific audiences and communities. Examples of 

strategies include distributing brochures or fact sheets, sponsoring speaking 

engagements before community groups, providing public service announcements, 

implementing educational programs targeted at school age children, and conducting 

community-based projects such as storm drain stenciling and watershed and beach 

cleanups. In addition, EPA recommends that some of the materials or outreach 

programs be directed toward targeted groups of commercial, industrial, and 

institutional entities likely to have significant storm water impacts. For example, 

providing information to restaurants on the impact of grease clogging storm drains, 

and to garages on the impact of oil discharges. You are encouraged to tailor your 

outreach program to address the viewpoints and concerns of all communities, 

particularly minority and disadvantaged communities, as well as any special concerns 

relating to children.  
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2. Minimum Control Measure #2 

Public Involvement/Participation  

Regulatory Text 

You must, at a minimum, comply with state, tribal, and local public notice 

requirements when implementing a public involvement/participation program. 

EPA Guidance 

EPA recommends that the public be included in developing, implementing, and 

reviewing your storm water management program, and that the public participation 

process should make efforts to reach out and engage all economic and ethnic groups. 

Opportunities for members of the public to participate in program development and 

implementation include serving as citizen representatives on a local storm water 

management panel, attending public hearings, working as citizen volunteers to 

educate other individuals about the program, assisting in program coordination with 

other pre-existing programs, or participating in volunteer monitoring efforts. (Citizens 

should obtain approval where necessary for lawful access to monitoring sites.)  

3. Minimum Control Measure #3 

Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination  

Regulatory Text 

You must develop, implement and enforce a program to detect and eliminate illicit 

discharges (as defined at Sec. 122.26(b)(2)) into your small MS4.  

You must:  

 Develop, if not already completed, a storm sewer system map, showing the 

location of all outfalls and the names and location of all waters of the United 

States that receive discharges from those outfalls;   

 To the extent allowable under State, Tribal or local law, effectively prohibit, 

through ordinance, or other regulatory mechanism, non-storm water 

discharges into your storm sewer system and implement appropriate 

enforcement procedures and actions;  

 Develop and implement a plan to detect and address non-storm water 

discharges, including illegal dumping, to your system; and  

 Inform public employees, businesses, and the general public of hazards 

associated with illegal discharges and improper disposal of waste.  

You need address the following categories of non-storm water discharges or flows 

(i.e., illicit discharges) only if you identify them as significant contributors of 

pollutants to your small MS4: water line flushing, landscape irrigation, diverted 
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stream flows, rising ground waters, uncontaminated ground water infiltration (as 

defined at 40 CFR 35.2005(20)), uncontaminated pumped ground water, discharges 

from potable water sources, foundation drains, air conditioning condensation, 

irrigation water, springs, water from crawl space pumps, footing drains, lawn 

watering, individual residential car washing, flows from riparian habitats and 

wetlands, dechlorinated swimming pool discharges, and street wash water (discharges 

or flows from fire fighting activities are excluded from the effective prohibition 

against non-storm water and need only be addressed where they are identified as 

significant sources of pollutants to waters of the United States). 

EPA Guidance 

EPA recommends that the plan to detect and address illicit discharges include the 

following four components: procedures for locating priority areas likely to have illicit 

discharges; procedures for tracing the source of an illicit discharge; procedures for 

removing the source of the discharge; and procedures for program evaluation and 

assessment. EPA recommends visually screening outfalls during dry weather and 

conducting field tests of selected pollutants as part of the procedures for locating 

priority areas. Illicit discharge education actions may include storm drain stenciling; a 

program to promote, publicize, and facilitate public reporting of illicit connections or 

discharges; and distribution of outreach materials.  

4. Minimum Control Measure #4 

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control  

Regulatory Text 

You must develop, implement, and enforce a program to reduce pollutants in any 

storm water runoff to your small MS4 from construction activities that result in a land 

disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre. Reduction of storm water discharges 

from construction activity disturbing less than one acre must be included in your 

program if that construction activity is part of a larger common plan of development 

or sale that would disturb one acre or more. If the NPDES permitting authority 

waives requirements for storm water discharges associated with small construction 

activity in accordance with Sec. 122.26(b)(15)(i), you are not required to develop, 

implement, and/or enforce a program to reduce pollutant discharges from such sites.  

Your program must include the development and implementation of, at a minimum:  

A. An ordinance or other regulatory mechanism to require erosion and sediment 

controls, as well as sanctions to ensure compliance, to the extent allowable 

under State, Tribal, or local law;  

B. Requirements for construction site operators to implement appropriate erosion 

and sediment control (ESC) best management practices;  
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C. Requirements for construction site operators to control waste such as 

discarded building materials, concrete truck washout, chemicals, litter, and 

sanitary waste at the construction site that may cause adverse impacts to water 

quality;  

D. Procedures for site plan review which incorporate consideration of potential 

water quality impacts;  

E. Procedures for receipt and consideration of information submitted by the 

public, and  

F. Procedures for site inspection and enforcement of control measures.  

EPA Guidance 

Examples of sanctions to ensure compliance include nonmonetary penalties, fines, 

bonding requirements, and/or permit denials for non-compliance. EPA recommends 

that procedures for site plan review include the review of individual pre-construction 

site plans to ensure consistency with local (ESC) requirements. Procedures for site 

inspections and enforcement of control measures could include steps to identify 

priority sites for inspection and enforcement based on the nature of the construction 

activity, topography, and the characteristics of soils and receiving water quality.  

You are encouraged to provide appropriate educational and training measures for 

construction site operators. You may wish to require a storm water pollution 

prevention plan for construction sites within your jurisdiction that discharge into your 

system. See Sec. 122.44(s) (NPDES permitting authorities' option to incorporate 

qualifying State, Tribal and local erosion and sediment control programs into NPDES 

permits for storm water discharges from construction sites). Also see Sec. 122.35(b) 

(The NPDES permitting authority may recognize that another government entity, 

including the permitting authority, may be responsible for implementing one or more 

of the minimum measures on your behalf).  

5. Minimum Control Measure #5 

Post-Construction Storm Water Management in New Development & 

Redevelopment  

Regulatory Text 

You must develop, implement, and enforce a program to address storm water runoff 

from new development and redevelopment projects that disturb greater than or equal 

to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common 

plan of development or sale, that discharge into your small MS4. Your program must 

ensure that controls are in place that would prevent or minimize water quality 

impacts.  

You must:  
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 Develop and implement strategies which include a combination of structural 

and/or non-structural best management practices (BMPs) appropriate for your 

community;  

 Use an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism to address post-construction 

runoff from new development and redevelopment projects to the extent 

allowable under State, Tribal or local law;  

 Ensure adequate long-term operation and maintenance of BMPs. 

EPA Guidance  

If water quality impacts are considered from the beginning stages of a project, new 

development and potentially redevelopment provide more opportunities for water 

quality protection. EPA recommends that the BMPs chosen: be appropriate for the 

local community; minimize water quality impacts; and attempt to maintain pre-

development runoff conditions. In choosing appropriate BMPs, EPA encourages you 

to participate in locally-based watershed planning efforts which attempt to involve a 

diverse group of stakeholders including interested citizens.  

When developing a program that is consistent with this measure's intent, EPA 

recommends that you adopt a planning process that identifies the municipality's 

program goals (e.g., minimize water quality impacts resulting from post-construction 

runoff from new development and redevelopment), implementation strategies (e.g., 

adopt a combination of structural and/or non-structural BMPs), operation and 

maintenance policies and procedures, and enforcement procedures. In developing 

your program, you should consider assessing existing ordinances, policies, programs 

and studies that address storm water runoff quality. In addition to assessing these 

existing documents and programs, you should provide opportunities to the public to 

participate in the development of the program. Non-structural BMPs are preventative 

actions that involve management and source controls such as: policies and ordinances 

that provide requirements and standards to direct growth to identified areas, protect 

sensitive areas such as wetlands and riparian areas, maintain and/or increase open 

space (including a dedicated funding source for open space acquisition), provide 

buffers along sensitive water bodies, minimize impervious surfaces, and minimize 

disturbance of soils and vegetation; policies or ordinances that encourage infill 

development in higher density urban areas, and areas with existing infrastructure; 

education programs for developers and the public about project designs that minimize 

water quality impacts; and measures such as minimization of percent impervious area 

after development and minimization of directly connected impervious areas. 

Structural BMPs include: storage practices such as wet ponds and extended-detention 

outlet structures; filtration practices such as grassed swales, sand filters and filter 

strips; and infiltration practices such as infiltration basins and infiltration trenches. 

EPA recommends that you ensure the appropriate implementation of the structural 

BMPs by considering some or all of the following: pre-construction review of BMP 

designs; inspections during construction to verify BMPs are built as designed; post-

construction inspection and maintenance of BMPs; and penalty provisions for the 
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noncompliance with design, construction or operation and maintenance. Storm water 

technologies are constantly being improved, and EPA recommends that your 

requirements be responsive to these changes, developments or improvements in 

control technologies.  

6. Minimum Control Measure #6 

Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations  

Regulatory Text 

You must develop and implement an operation and maintenance program that 

includes a training component and has the ultimate goal of preventing or reducing 

pollutant runoff from municipal operations. Using training materials that are available 

from EPA, your State, Tribe, or other organizations, your program must include 

employee training to prevent and reduce storm water pollution from activities such as 

park and open space maintenance, fleet and building maintenance, new construction 

and land disturbances, and storm water system maintenance. 

EPA Guidance  

EPA recommends that, at a minimum, you consider the following in developing your 

program: maintenance activities, maintenance schedules, and long-term inspection 

procedures for structural and nonstructural storm water controls to reduce floatables 

and other pollutants discharged from your separate storm sewers; controls for 

reducing or eliminating the discharge of pollutants from streets, roads, highways, 

municipal parking lots, maintenance and storage yards, fleet or maintenance shops 

with outdoor storage areas, salt/sand storage locations and snow disposal areas 

operated by you, and waste transfer stations; procedures for properly disposing of 

waste removed from the separate storm sewers and areas listed above (such as dredge 

spoil, accumulated sediments, floatables, and other debris); and ways to ensure that 

new flood management projects assess the impacts on water quality and examine 

existing projects for incorporating additional water quality protection devices or 

practices. Operation and maintenance should be an integral component of all storm 

water management programs. This measure is intended to improve the efficiency of 

these programs and require new programs where necessary. Properly developed and 

implemented operation and maintenance programs reduce the risk of water quality 

problems.  

 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX G 

MAPS/MAP BOOK 

 

 
 Base Map 

 Facility Storm Drain, Floor Drains, Post Construction 

BMP Map 

 System, Outfall, Spills and Injection well Map 

 Inventory of Construction Sites 
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Inventory of Construction Sites 
Maintain Records of all Projects disturbing greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that 

are part of a larger common plan of development or sale. These records are to be kept for five years or until 

construction is completed whichever is longer. Records to be filed Include: Site plan reviews, SWPPP, Inspection and 

enforcement actions, Stop work orders, warning letters, notices of violation, and other enforcement records. 

Construction 
Site Name 

Location Description 
Contact 

person and 
number 

Begin 
Date  

End 
Date 5 
year 
mark 

Documentation filed 
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APPENDIX H   

UTAH COUNTY STORM WATER COALITION 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

 
The following pages of Appendix H contain a letter from Utah County and the Public Education 

and Outreach Program of the Utah County Storm Water Coalition’s Storm Water Management 

Plan.  The letter establishes the commitment of the Utah County Storm Water Coalition to 

perform the activities in their Public Education and Outreach Program in behalf of member 

agencies.  These activities will help Cedar Hills City satisfy some of the requirements of the 

Storm Water Phase II Rule. 
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 Cedar Hills 

 Golf Course SWMP 

 

Objective:   On site management of potential pollutants as they 

relate to storm water contamination. 

 

Table of Contents: 

 
Section 1:   Storm water protection plan 

Section 2:   Golf course map & plans 

Section 3:   Standard Operating Procedures 

Section 4:   Description and frequency of tasks 

Section 5:   Spill prevention plan and clean up procedures 

Section 6:   Forms used for reporting and logging incidents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Golf Course 

Storm Water Management Plan (2016) 

 

 
Objective:  On site management of potential pollutants as they relate to storm water 

contamination. 

 

Items of Concern: 

 

1. Parking Lots 

2. Maintenance Facility Parking Lots 

3. Fertilizer and Pesticide Management 

4. Disposal of Food and Beverage Oils 

5. Disposal of Engine Oils 

6. Management of Grass clippings, Sand, and other Large Particulates. 

7. Gasoline and Diesel 

8. Waste Disposal 

9. Training and Records 

 

1) Parking Lots:  Storm Water is collected in boxes throughout the Parking Areas.  These are 

cleaned on a regular basis and or included a fabric cover to collect clippings and Parking lot 

residue. 

 

2) Maintenance Facility Parking Lots:  The Storm Water collected in these lots is in the same 

collection system as the Parking Lots.  However, these lots are swept due to the amount of 

material in the lots associated with grounds maintenance. Fabric covers maybe employed in these 

areas. 

 

3) Fertilizer and Pesticide Management:  All Fertilizer and Pesticides used on the Golf Course 

are stored in the Maintenance Facilities designated fertilizer and chemical storage room/area.  

Spill containment pallets are used for the following items:  Granular and Liquid Fertilizers, 

Herbicides (selective and non-selective), Granular and Liquid Fungicides, all Paints (excluding 

Aerosols).  Liquid spills are cleaned with sawdust and/or spill absorbents.  Granular spills are 

collected and used on the golf course for turf grass nutritional purposes. 

 

4) Disposal of Food and Beverage Oils:  Used oils are contained in a 55 Gallon Drum and 

collected by Renegade Recycling Company on an as-needed basis. 

 

5) Disposal on Engine Oil:  Used oil is collected in the Maintenance Facility in 55 gallon drums 

on spill containments pallets which are recycled by Tri City Oil Recycling Company on an as-

needed basis.  Spills are cleaned with sawdust and oil absorbent materials. 

 

 



6) Management of Grass Clipping, Sand and other Large Particulates:  The wash area for all 

Maintenance Equipment is a designed containment area, channeling all wash water and other 

materials into a holding tank or onto turf.  

 

7) Gasoline and Diesel:   A concrete curb wall surrounds the fueling area; containment is 100%.  

For spills outside of the fueling area a drum of absorbent is kept and maintained at the fueling 

center at all times. 

 

8) Waste Disposal:  Solid waste disposal is contracted with Waste Management.  Used oil 

disposal is recycled with Tri City Oil Recycling Company.  Clippings from mowers are primarily 

not collected on the golf course.  Collected clippings are recycled for mulch around trees and 

other woody plants. 

 

9) Employee Training and Records:  Monthly safety/operational meetings are held with the 

maintenance staff.  These meetings concern aspects of safety, water management, customer 

relations, materials handling, and other BMP’s concerning the golf course maintenance 

operations.  Attendance and subjects are recorded in the golf course SWPPP. Weekly 

observations/inspections of areas are conducted and recorded.  These forms are part of the 

SWPPP on-site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contact List 
 

Cedar Hills Golf Course  

10640 N. Clubhouse Dr, 

Cedar Hills, Utah 84062 

 

Recreation Director 

Greg Gordon 801-785-9668 x601 

 

Director of Golf 

Wade Doyle 801-785-9668 x603 

 

Golf Course Superintendent 

Brian Cloud 801-319-9347 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cedar Hills Golf Course 
10640 N. Clubhouse Dr. 

Cedar Hills, Ut 84062 

 

Cedar Hills Golf Course is a 18 hole golf course.  It sits on approximately 150 acres but has 65 

acres of maintained turf and landscape beds.  

 Cedar Hills has 12,000 sq. ft recreation center.  This includes a proshop, café, full size 

kitchen, large banquet area, offices, men’s and ladies restrooms as well as a conference 

room, work out room, all purpose room and golf cart storage area. 

 Cedar Hills Maintenance Building is located north of #8 tee box and west of American 

Fork City water tanks.  It is a 2 building system. The first building is a 2000 sq. foot 

building that has an office, break room, restroom, parts storage room and chemical 

storage room.  The second building is a 4800 sq. foot tent type building used to store all 

equipment 

 Pumphouse #1 sits in between the driving range and hole 18, this pumphouse is for 

irrigating the golf course 

 Pumphouse #2 is connected to the restrooms located by hole 13 tee box.  This pumphouse 

houses a booster pump that pumps water up the hill to holes 13 and 14. 

 2 small restroom buildings on golf course containing 2 restrooms each, one restroom also 

has a storage room and a snack area 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

List of Floor Drains 

Maintenance Building 

(all floor drains go to sewer system) 

 
1. Restroom  

2. Main Shop ? (Architectural design near completion) 

3. Main Shop ? (Architectural design near completion) 

 

Restrooms located on golf course 

 
1. Restroom located next to #5 tee box has floor drains in each restroom and snack area. 

2. Restroom located next to #13 tee box has floor drains in each restroom. 

 

 

Rec Center   

 
1. Men’s restroom 

2. Women’s restroom 

3. Cart storage door 

4. ? 

 

Rec Center Storm Drains 
 

 

1. South corner of parking lot, west side of cart path 

2. South corner of parking lot, east side of cart path 

3. At bottom of ramp into cart storage 

4. Northwest corner of parking lot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



CEDAR HILLS MAINTENANCE BUILDING PLANS 

 

 

 



                                 Cedar Hills Golf Course 
Best Management Practices 

Standard Operating Procedures 

 
Objective:  Onsite management of mowing, trimming, edging, debris removal and fertilizer and 

pesticide applications to provide a safe working environment and pollution free golf course. 

 

 Storm Water Training & Inspections 
 

   Pollution preventions training for all parks personnel will be performed annually              

during the month of May. This training will also be part of orientation of new employees 

as well as rehired seasonal employees.   

   Employees are supervised to ensure compliance. 

   Sites are inspected weekly by qualified personnel. 

 

Lawn Maintenance Activities 
 

 Read manual if available. Become familiar with machine safety. 

 

 Watch safety/training videos. 

 

 Inspect mower before operating. Ensure all guards and shields are in place. Check for 

loose bolts/nuts and tighten if necessary. Do not make repairs or adjustment to mower 

while engine is running, unless owner’s manual states otherwise. 

 

 Eye and ear protection is provided and is requires that it be worn while operating any 

type of power equipment. 

 

 Check the mower for presence of an enclosed canopy for head protection or ensure 

proper head protection be used. 

 

 Check fluid levels before starting daily work and after lunch. 

 

 Check area to be mowed and remove all trash, papers, bottles, rocks and other debris. 

 

 When mowing: always make two to three passes around the outside, discharging 

clippings to the inside of the property being mowed. 

 

 Always maintain a safe operating distance from people, at least 40 feet. If people are 

using the area you are mowing, mow around them, maintaining a safe distance, or ask 

them to move. Always discharge clippings away from people. 

 



 After mowing, blow all grass clippings from walks and ensure curbs and gutters are 

cleaned of all grass clippings and dirt.  

 

 Avoid hitting and damaging objects with mower by maintaining a safe distance between 

objects and mower. Be especially careful not to hit trees. 

 

 When transporting, always ensure mower is fastened securely to trailer with chains 

and/or straps. Apply parking brake properly. 

 

 Exercise extra care while mowing on slopes. Wear seat belts and ensure all safety 

systems are in place. Avoid sudden starts and stops on slopes. Do not park on slopes. 

 

 Always refuel safely, follow refueling SOPs. 

 

  Check for presence of a complete functioning spill kit   

 

 

 

 

 

Debris blowing procedure 
 

 Before using: 

o Check blower to ensure all guards and safety devices are properly installed and 

are not broken 

o Ensure all bolt, screws and fasteners are tight 

o Check fuel level and add as needed following refueling procedures 

o Report any broken, missing or loose parts so they can be fixed before use 

 During Use: 

o Safety glasses and ear plugs are required 

o Blow debris from sidewalks, cart paths, jogging paths, parking lots, and curb and 

gutters 

 Blow grass clippings and other green waste back onto turf 

 Pick up garbage 

 Ensure curb and gutters are clean to prevent any debris from entering the 

storm drain system  

o Exercise extreme caution when blowing around vehicles 

o Do not blow debris at people 

o Make sure blower is shut off before performing maintenance or repairs  

o Follow refueling procedures when refueling 

 If you have any questions, please ask appropriate supervisor 

 

 

 



 Equipment maintenance activities 

 
 Visually check equipment to ensure all safety equipment is functional. 

 Check for leaks i.e. hydraulic, cooling, engine fluids or fuel daily. 

 Read all applicable service manuals and develop service plans to ensure all service parts 

are replaced as to date and hours on the equipment. 

 Make sure all hoses and related equipment are replaced when required by the service 

manual to reduce spills. 

 Dispose of all fluids in a manner not to pollute storm water drainage or sewer  

      system.  

 Check that each applicable machine has a complete spill response kit. 

 In the event of a spill the machine is to be put on a trailer and brought in to the repair 

shop rather spilling a containment on the ground all the way in.  Unless the leak can be 

repaired in the field. 

 
 

 

 

 

Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning 

 
 Vehicles and equipment are to be washed on approved wash areas. 

 Washed vehicles or equipment is never to be washed where water could enter the storm 

drain system or open water. 

 

 

Chemical/Material Storage 

 
 All fertilizer and pesticide containers are in designated area and in containment bins. 

 Fertilizers and pesticides are to be used correctly as to the direction on product label. 

 Liquid Formulations have containment bins to contain any size leaks. 

 Granular formulations are to be swept and removed off paths and roadways. 

 Never apply a product to adjacent waterways unless product label indicates that it is safe 

to do so. 

 Fertilizer and pesticide applicators will be licensed or supervised directly by a licensed 

applicator.  

 In the event of a spill the effected will be cleaned-treated as the label of the particular 

formulation requires. 

 



Refueling Procedure 
 

In areas with a fuel pump: 

 Park next to appropriate pump  

 Turn off engine 

 While equipment is being refueled, stay where you can see nozzle. 

 If a spill occurs, spread appropriate spill containment (located by pumps) to soak op the 

spill, and then dispose of properly. 

 If spill occurs fill out spill report and turn in to supervisor 

 

If refueling in on a golf course using a gas can: 

 If possible get to a hard surface such as a parking lot, sidewalk or cart path. 

 Turn off engine. 

 Use caution while refueling to ensure fuel does not spill. 

 If spill occurs, spread appropriate spill containment (pad or calcined clay, located on the 

equipment or transport vehicle), and clean up as required. 

 If spill occurs fill out spill report and turn in to supervisor. 

 

 

 

 

Cleaning of garbage containers 

 
 Garbage containers are to be washed out on an appropriate wash pad. 

 Wash water is to be treated before entering sewer system. 

 Wash water is never allowed to drain into storm drains 

 

 

Proper Sediment/Erosion control 

 
 Silt fences are to be employed to prevent soil from running into adjacent waterways 

during projects and when bare soil is present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOLF COURSE ACTIVITES 

Description of Task  

  

Equipment maintenance Daily 

Irrigation Maintenance Daily 

 

Mowing 

 

Greens, Mowing Daily 

Greens, Verticut Monthly 

Greens, Topdress Monthly 

  

  

Tees, Mowing Daily 

Tees, Topdress Annually 

  

  

Fairways, Mowing Daily 

Fairways, Topdress Annually 

  

  

Roughs, Mowing Daily 

  

Golf Course Setup  

Cut Cups Daily 

Move Tee Markers Daily 

Trash, Ball Washers, Restrooms Daily 

Bunkers, Rake Daily 

Bunkers, Trim Quarterly/as-needed 

Bunkers, Install Sand As needed 

 

Fertilization 

 

Greens Quarterly/as-needed 

Tees Quarterly 

Fairways Quarterly 

Rough Quarterly 

Native Grass Areas Never 

  

Spraying  

Greens  As-needed 

Tees As-needed 

Fairways As-needed 

Roughs As-needed 

Trees As-needed 



 

 

Spill Prevention plan and clean up procedures 

 
Spill Prevention - Materials and Waste Handling and Storage 

 

 If possible, liquid or hazardous materials should be handled, used, stored, re-package and 

transferred indoors or under cover. 

 Deliveries of bulk liquids should be supervised. Down gradient storm drain inlets should 

be covered during deliveries. 

 Cover and contain containers, materials and wastes. 

 Keep all containers closed unless adding or removing materials. 

 

Spill Kit Maintenance 

 

 Spill kits are located in the maintenance building and cart storage area. 

 Inspections of spill kit and re-supplying is done monthly 

 

Gasoline or Diesel Spills 

 

 Immediately stop 

 Turn off engine  

 Remove kit contents immediately put on latex gloves 

 Assess nature of spill. gasoline, diesel, oil, or anti-freeze 

 Act quickly but safely, use absorbent pads and rolls to surround and contain spill.  

 Contact Supervisor for appropriate pan, bucket, etc. to stop spill from reaching the 

containment pads. 

 Dispose and decontaminate the area using containment bag in the kit and in compliance 

with local state and federal regulations. If necessary decontaminate the spill site, 

personnel and equipment. 

 Fill out the spill reporting form file with your supervisor 

 

Hydraulic spill 

 

 Immediately stop 

 Turn off engine  

 Remove kit contents immediately put on latex gloves 

 Assess nature of spill.  

 Act quickly but safely, use absorbent pads and rolls to surround and contain spill.  

 Contact Supervisor for appropriate pan, bucket, etc. to stop spill from reaching the 

containment pads. 

 If spill reaches soil dig up affected area.  Dispose of soil appropriately.  

 

  

  



 

 

 

Chemical spill 

 

Granular application 

 

 Clean up spills by sweeping, or blowing product into a pile and collecting 

 Use on another property when possible 

 Notify your supervisor 

 Fill out a spill reporting after the clean up process 

 

Liquid Spill 

 

 Follow proper cleaning procedures using mats, absorbent material, and waddles to 

prevent spreading 

 Dispose of properly 

 Notify your supervisor 

 Fill out a spill reporting form after the clean up process 

 

Gas Storage tank leak 

 

 Put waddles around storm drains 

 Cover storm drain 

 Use absorbent pads and or calcified clay or other absorbent 

 Dispose of absorbent properly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
INCIDENT RESPONCE FLOW CHART 

CITY of CEDAR HILLS 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spill Call: 
Fill out IDDE incoming call 

report form 

Public Works 

Phone #: (801) 420-2243 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 

N
o 

No 

N
o 

Public Works to follow 
IDDE SOP 

Fill out Spill Response 

Report form 

Health Department and Fire 
Department to follow their 

prescribed procedures 

Is the 

 spill amount large? 

Is the 

 substance hazardous? 

Did illicit 
 discharge enter the storm 

drain system, lake or 
stream? 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 

Yes 
or 

Unknown 



 

 

IDDE INCOMING CALL REPORT FORM 

(For Phone Operator) 

 

Date of Illicit Discharge____________________________ Time _________ Duration________ 

Address of Discharge           

Name of person discharging (If applicable)        

Name & phone number of person making the call       

Chemical name or identity of any substance involved in the release   ____   

________________________________________________________________________Is 

substance hazardous?    __          

Estimate of Quantity Spilled? _____________________________________________________  

Did the illicit discharge enter a waterbody? (Lake or Stream) 

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________ ____________________________________ 

Did the illicit discharge enter the storm drain system? (Manhole or storm drain pipe)   Yes    

No Any known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks for exposed individuals associated 

with the emergency spill: 

_____________________________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

See Illicit Discharge determination form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SPILL LOG 

 

 
 

 

DATE LOCATION WHAT SPILLED 

PROPERLY 
CONTAINED 
& CLEANED 

MANAGER 
NOTIFIED 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          



STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION TRAINING 

CEDAR HILLS CITY 

 

 
Date Name Location  Type 
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Contractors should use the following references to 

help plan and design projects in the  

City of Cedar Hills 
 

 

 

 

 
CITY OF CEDAR HILLS STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN 

TECHNICAL MANUAL 
(Part 3 of this manual) 

 

CITY OF CEDAR HILLS DESIGN STANDARDS AND PUBLIC 

IMPROVEMENTS SPECIFICATIONS  

 
 

 

 

 

 

LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT (LID) 

 
The City of Cedar Hills recognizes that there are various design methods available for all aspects of 

development. The City requires the consideration of Low Impact Development methods in designing 

projects. The following are suggested references; however, not all designs contained in these references 

are acceptable. Approval for the use of LID methods must be made by the City Engineer. 

 
References: 

 

 www.lid-stormwater.net  

  

https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure 

   

https://www.epa.gov/polluted-runoff-nonpoint-source-pollution/urban-runoff-low-impact-

development 

http://www.lid-stormwater.net/
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SWPPP Inspection Checklist 

Prior to land disturbance 

 

Pre-inspection Items 

 Contact Site Superintendent or Project Manager 

 Proper equipment 

o Hard hat 

o Vest 

o Safety shoes 

o Safety glasses 

o Camera 

o GPS unit? 

o Inspector credentials 

On-Site before inspecting 

 Review SWPPP 

 Review any specific concerns 

Inspection 

 Use State Form – keep notes 

 Check outfalls 

 Review that the SWPPP identifies adequate locations for the following: 

 Perimeter control 

 Entrances/exits 

 Erosion control BMPs 

 Sediment control BMPs 

 Mud tracking control BMPs 

 Stockpile/storage areas 

 Staging areas 

 Concrete washout area 

 Take photos and log 

 Review findings with superintendent/project manager 

Post Inspection 

 Review form, complete and clarify as needed 

 File inspection form and photos 
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SWPPP Inspection Checklist 

During active construction 

 

Pre-inspection Items 

 Contact Site Superintendent or Project Manager 

 Review previous inspections – are there reoccurring problems? 

 Proper equipment 

o Hard hat 

o Vest 

o Safety shoes 

o Safety glasses 

o Camera 

o GPS unit? 

o Inspector credentials 

On-Site before inspecting 

 Review SWPPP – updates and changes 

 Review any specific concerns 

 Check contractors inspection forms/issues 

Inspection 

 Use State Form – keep notes 

 Check outfalls 

 Check perimeter control 

 Check entrances/exits 

 Check erosion control BMPs 

 Check sediment control BMPs 

 Check for mud tracking 

 Check stockpile/storage areas 

 Check staging areas 

 Take photos (only uncorrected violations) 

 Keep photo log  

 Review findings with superintendent/project manager 

Post Inspection 

 Review form, complete and clarify as needed 

 File inspection form and photos 

 Send copy of form to State – can be done monthly 
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NOTICE OF TERMINATION PROCESS 

 

Steps for Terminating the Discharge of Water  

Associated with Construction Activities 

 

 
When a Construction Site is nearing completion and the permittee is desirous of terminating their 

permit with the State of Utah for discharging water associated with construction activities the 

following steps should be taken: 

1. The Contractor’s SWPPP coordinator for the project should notify the city storm water 

inspector that they are ready for final inspection. 

2. The city storm water inspector visits the site to determine if the site has reached final 

stabilization as determined by the UPDES Storm Water General Permit for Construction 

Activities, UTR300000.  The city storm water inspector also checks to see if all 

temporary BMP have been removed. 

3. If there is work still to be completed they are included in the Additional Comments and 

Corrective Actions for SWPPP Compliance portion of the State’s UPDES Storm Water 

Inspection Evaluation Form for SWPPP Compliance (State’s inspection form) and 

provides a copy for the SWPPP coordinator. 

4. When the city storm water inspector is satisfied that all requirements have been met, the 

city storm water inspector uses the State’s inspection form and completes the Notice of 

Termination (NOT) Inspection section of that form and sends a copy to the State for their 

records. 

5. (This step is not currently needed, but may become effective in January 2011). The city 

storm water inspector or designated individual then needs to log into the State’s database 

and change the status of the permit for the given permit. 

6. Once the State has received confirmation that the site meets all the requirements the NOT 

is granted. 
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CONSTRUCTION 

AND POST CONSTRUCTION 

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
 

 

A. BMP INDEX 
 

Cedar Hills City encourages the use of the following best management practices on 

Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans.  As established in Section F.8.B of 

PART 3, STORM WATER TECHNICAL MANUAL, BMPs with an asterisk are 

required to be a part of all Construction Site Storm Water Management Plans 

 

* BMP Inspection & Maintenance BMPIM 

* Concrete Waste Management CWM 

* Dust Controls DC 

* Grading Practices GP 

* Portable Toilets PT 

 

The City also encourages the use of BMP’s on Post Construction Site Storm Water 

Management Plans. However, there is no list of BMP’s that is required on all Post 

Construction Storm Water Management Plans. 

 

Suggested Potential BMP’s (See www.cedarhills.org for suggested BMP Fact Sheets) 

 

Benching BE 

Biofilters BF 

Brush or Rock Filter BRF 

Building Repair, Remodeling & Construction BRRC 

Catch Basin Cleaning CBC 

Conservative Easement CE 

Contaminated or Erodible Surface Areas CESA 

Compaction CP 

Construction Road Stabilization CR 

Construction Sequencing CS 

Diversion Dike DD 

Earth Berm Barrier EB 

Erosion Control Blankets ECB 

Geotextiles and Mats GM 

Grassed Swales GS 

Hydromulching HM 

In-Line Storage ILS 

Infiltration IN 

http://www.cedarhills.org/
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Inlet Protection – Concrete Block IPC 

Inlet Protection – Excavated IPE 

Inlet Protection – Gravel IPG 

Inlet Protection – Silt Fence or Straw Bale IPS 

Minimize Directly Connected Impervious Areas MDCIA 

Material Storage MS 

Mulching MU 

Outlet Protection OP 

Oil/Water Separators and Water Quality Inlets OWS 

Pest Control PC 

Preservation of Existing Vegetation PEV 

Parking Lot Design PLD 

Parking Lot Sweeping/Vacuuming PLSV 

Rock Check Dams RCD 

Retention/Infiltration Device Maintenance RIDM 

Riprap RR 

Sand Bag Barrier SBB 

Street Cleaning SC 

Stabilized Construction Entrance and Wash Area SCEWA 

Sediment Control on Small Construction Sites SCSCS 

Slope Drain SD 

Storm Drain Flushing SDF 

Silt Fence SF 

Seeding and Planting SP 

Surface Roughening SR 

Sediment Trap ST 

Straw Bale Barrier STB 

Temporary Drains and Swales TDS 

Temporary and Permanent Seeding TPS 

Temporary Stream Crossing TSC 

Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning VEC 

Vehicle and Equipment Fueling VEF 

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance & Repair  VEMR 

 

B. BMP FACT SHEETS 
 

The following sheets contain required BMP Fact Sheets for use in Cedar Hills. 
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Store dry and wet materials under cover and away from drainage areas. 

Avoid mixing excess amounts of fresh concrete or cement on-site. 

Perform washout of concrete trucks off-site or in designated areas only. 

Do not was out concrete trucks into storm drains, open ditches, streets, or streams. 

 

On-site washout: Collect and retain all the concrete washout water and solids in 

leak proof containers or pit, so that this caustic material does not reach the soil 

surface. 

Train employees and subcontractors in proper concrete waste management. 

 

Dispose hardened concrete on a regular basis 
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Prepare level, gravel surface and provide clear access to the toilets for servicing and for on-site 

personnel. 
 

Position portable toilets so that they are secure and will not be tipped or knocked over and that 

they will be positioned at least 10 feet from any storm water conveyance, inlet, curb or gutter; 
or that they  have secondary containment if tipped. 
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Common LID BMPs 

 Green Roofs 

 Permeable Pavements 

 Retention Basins 

o Above Ground 

 Wet ponds 

 Dry ponds 

o Below Ground 

 Harvesting 

 Bioretention 

 Grassed Swales 

 Constructed Wetlands 

 Riparian Buffers 

 Planter Boxes 

 Level Spreader/Check Dam 

 Curb Cuts 

 Rain Gardens 

 Disconnected Downspouts 

 Drywell or Injection well 

 Commercial filter 

 Separator 
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